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CLOTHING TRANSITIONS:
A STUDY OF HMONG DRESS AND ACCULTURATION

INTRODUCTION

Dress as a dimension of ethnicity is a frequently mentioned
phenomenon but one that has been inferred rather than tested, for
the most part.

It is logical to assume a sense of cohesion among

those who dress similarly.

Stone (1965:223) remarked that uniform

dress announces one's identity, which is in turn validated by others'
placement of him in a particular role.

It would follow that within

an ethnic group, where identification of self is made on the basis
of membership in that group, dress would signify a group identity.
Nidgett (1975:62) expanded upon Barth's chief criterion regard-

ing ethnic identification, i.e. that it be both self-ascribed and
ascribed by others (Barth 1969:13).

When an individual perceives

himself as a member of an ethnic group, his self-perception is either
affirmed or denied by others (Midgett 1975:62).

Following Stone's

thesis, as stated above, affirmation of self-identity will occur more
readily when a distinctly unique costume is worn.

Ethnicity has been variouslydefined. It has been equated with
self-concept and identity (Hodge 1975:31).

Others have chosen to

focus upon it as an instrument in political mobilization (Sutton
1975:176).

For the purposes of the present study, Bennett's (1973:3)

definition of ethnicity as the "proclivity of people to seize on
traditional cultural symbols as a definition of their own identity"
has been adopted.

As these symbols disappear or cease to be used

to define one's identity, degree of ethnicity becomes diminished.

Clothing, a cultural symbol, should therefore be indicative of one's
level of ethnicity.

Acculturation is a process that greatly affects one's ethnicity.
In a country such as thst3nited States, where members of most ethnic
groups are in close juxtaposition with one another, a transition in
the cultural traits of one or more of the groups in contact generally
occurs.

Padilla (1980:48) seemingly argued that there is an

inverse relationship between acculturation and ethnicity.

Whether

or not such a relationship can be accepted as valid in all instances
is subject to debate.

It would be of value to note whether members

of an ethnic group, who continue to use their traditional costume,
are less acculturated than those who do not.
The Hmong1" of Southeast Asia are a people who have been a mm-

ority in each country to which they have migrated (Andrianoff 1979:
78, Halpern and Kunstadter 1967:257).

Originally inhabitants of main-

land China, Hmong who entered Vietnammet with resistance.

Subse-

quent entry into Laos was relatively peaceful (Lebar, Hickey, and
Musgrave 1964:73).

Migratory patterns associated with swidden

(slash and burn) agriculture have perpetuated patterns of residential
instability.

Settlement patterns are constant in

Jaat Hmong, with

rare exception, reside at altitudes of 3,000 feet or greater (Geddes
1976:30), hence the nomenclature often used in Laos, "mountain-top
people" (Halpern and Kunstadter 1967:236).

1.

The terms Miao and Meo abound in the literature in reference
to Hmong. As the translation varies and is sometimes considHmong is the
ered derogatory, the term Hmong is preferred.
term used by ilmong in reference to themselves and is commonly
translated to mean free people.

Despite the adoption of aspects of Han culture from their
many years in China and exposure to the culture of numerous other
ethnic groups prior to reaching Laos, the Hmong in Laos have maintained their ethnic identity (Andrianoff 1979:78). Barney (1967)
stated that Hmong
. .have maintained a high degree of social and
political solidarity and have retained disinctive material culture, especially in their dress.
They self-consciously perpetuate their cultural
distinctiveness from the Lao
though they are
quick toaccept many items of Laotian culture,
including literacy. p.272

Hmong have historically been characterized by distinctive
dress between their various divisions and subdivisions (Lebar,
Hickey, and Musgrave 1964:64).

For instance, White Hmong, a major

divisior not only dress differently from Hmong Njua but speak a
distinct dialect as well.

There is a degree of mutual linguistic

understanding between these two groups, although speakers of each
dialect will concur that speakers of Hmong Njua have less diff iculty understanding White Hmong than vice versa.

The distinction between groups is complicated by the fact
that the literature pertaining to ilmong in one country is not consistent with that of Hmong in another country.

Not only are there

differences in cultural practices between Hmong in China and Hmong
in Laos resulting from progressive migrations, but new names are
applied by the dominant group with which }Imong have interactions.

The Chinese, the Lao, the French, the Thai may all utilize different names in reference to a given group of Hmong, making it some-

what more difficult to decipher the literature.

Much of the litera-

ture from China is not available in translation.

English language

studies of Hmong in Thailand are more readily accessible, but are
limited in application owing to differences in the customs of Thai
and Laotian populations of Hmong.

Literature in French regarding

Hmong from Laos is available and was consulted as one of the best
sources of information pertaining to the background of Hmong who
have immigrated to the United States.

The subdivisions of Hmong

that have been identified vary not only from one country to the
next, but from author to author as well.

Geddes (1976:39) pointed

out that specific "classifications appear to be Thai categorizations
and, although occasionally echoed by [Hmongl , do not seem to be

meaningful to them."

Only those groups labeled by self-identifica-

tion of Hmong in Oregon will be of concern here.

These include

White Huiong (H'mong Dawb), Green or Blue Hmong (H'mong

jua), and

a sub-category, Banded Sleeve Rmong (H'mong Gua M'ba), which is
linguistically the same as White Hmong, but differs in some of their
customs.

Both Geddes (1976:39) and Young (1962:36) recognized these

same groups as the major divisions recognized by Hrnong within Indo-

china, or more specifically in Thailand.

Little research has been done related to the clothing practices of Rmong refugees in the United States.

Production of native

textiles has been encouraged, sometimes as an art form, sometimes as
a folk craft, but rarely to perpetuate their use in costume.

There

is encouragement for }imong artisans to employ colors and patterns

that are pleasing to western aesthetic standards instead of their
traditional ones (Cowan 1980).

The evolution of Emong textile art
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may provide evidence as to the state of Hmong collective identity.
Now that textile work is no longer strictly a domestic activity,
as it was in their homeland, will Hmong textile art lose its group
characteristics as well?
stated that,

De Vos and Romanucci-Ross (1975:15)

Modes of ethnic persistence depend on the capacity

to maintain art forms characteristic of a group rather than an
individual."

Andrianoff (1979:77) found no evidence that Hmong of

refugee status in Southeast Asian villages had lost their ethnic
identity.

He implied that the Laotian conflict may have strengthen-

ed }imong identity, but evidence is inconclusive.

Will the same hold

true of Hmong refugees in the United States in light of the forces
impinging upon them as residents of a highly industrialized society?

Statement of the Problem

What is the role of dress in interactions between Hmong and
mainstream society?

Does dress reflect acculturation?

How is dress

used to facilitate acculturation?
How is dress used by Hmong in interactions within their ethnic group?

Does dress reflect cultural identity?

How is dress

used to maintain cultural identity?

Justification

The primary concern for a refugee is with his immediate needs.
Ward (1967:300) describes the process followed by an agency in Laos
dealing with newly displaced refugees.

The villagers are encouraged to reestablish
themselves quickly to build their homes and
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to select areas for rice cultivation.
They are told that they will receive
rice from the sky only temporarily
until they are able to harvest their
The most pressing needs of the
own.
villagers are determined and commodities quickly provided. Most common
needs are blankets, cooking pots,
ENniong] refugees
clothing and tools.
receive steel bars to fashion their
own tools, which are superior to readyIf they need clothing, they
made tools.
are furnished with black cloth to make
their own.
(p. 300)

What is significant about the policy stated above is that many donations of supplies are in the form of raw materials.

In the United

States, although attempts are made to supply materials for the pursuit of textile manufacture, clothing is donated to the refugees
ready-made.

Because of this practice 1-Imong may cease to wear their

native costume.
instances.

Laotian costume has replaced Hmong costume in some

For whatever reasons this has occurred, it is essential

that as much information as possible be recorded regarding traditional Emong dress, in the event that it ceases to exist.
Investigation of the clothing of immigrants, especially refugees, may provide a form of support for features of the indigenous
culture of those who have only recently arrived in the United States.
Loss of cultural identity in terms of language and customs is looked upon as an unfortunate event by many immigrants.

Attempts have

been made by both individuals and organizations to combat such a
breakdown of their culture.

Perpetuation of cultural materials

through the use of distinctive costume is but one means of maintaining a sense of ethnic identity.

Revitalization of a group iden-

tity, following a traumatic breakdown in the traditional mode of

life, can offer a sense of security in yet another period of radical adjustment in the life of a Hrnong immigrant.

Ethnic identity is not static, but is subject to continual
In some instances,

change (De Vos and Romanucci-Ross 1975:375).

the changes are so drastic that segments of the population do not
survive (Schanke 1970).

Dislocation from a relatively isolated ru-

ral setting in SoutheastAsia, with subsequent placement in urban
dwellings in the United States, requires dramatic adjustments that
severely test one's identity.

The opportunity for Hmong to share

features of their traditional culture which are meaningful to members of the majority culture provides a channel whereby contributions from their own resources can be made.

Costume is appreciated

largely in a visual capacity and can transcend the cultural barriers of language and other customs that tend to keep cultures distant from one another.

Those cultural components that have been

imposed upon Hmong for their survival in urban United States could
be equilibrated by the opportunity to share items of traditional
Hmong culture.

No known studies of ilmong have been conducted with clothing as
the primary emphasis.

Descriptions of Hmong clothing, though not

necessarily inaccurate, are lacking in the details that could greatly enhance their significance.

For a culture that has long been dis-

tinguished on the basis of idiosyncracies of its costume, it is all
the more important that changes therein be noted.

The parallel

study of clothing and ethnicity is one that will provide valuable
information on the connection between the two.

Subsequent studies
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of the clothing of specific ethnic groups will have a firmer foundation as a result.

Obj ectives

The first objective is to provide documentation of Hmong costume in both its historical and its contemporary forms.

The second

objective is to determine the relationship between the use of clothing by Hmong and the acculturative process.

Specific emphasis is

given to the use of traditional costume and individual levels of
ethnicity for Hmong interviewees.

Finally, an attempt will be made

to provide a framework for future cross-cultural studies of clothing.

Hypotheses

It is the assumption of the author that changes in clothing
forms used by Hmong in Oregon correspond to cultural transitions.

The specific hypothesis is that use of traditional dress is associated with ethnicity level .

DEFINIT ION OF TERMS

Acculturation

the process of change resulting from contact

between cultures

Assimilation - total merger of two cultures into a single culture
Clothing (Dress, Costume) - all that is put on the body, done to
modify the body, or used to adorn the body in any way
Contemporary dress - dress currently preferred and widely accepted

Traditional dress - clothing historically associated with a
people by virtue of their ancestors
Ethnic group - people of distinct customs, languages, characteristics
with a sense of cohesiveness with others of the same customs, etc.
Ethnicity - "proclivity of (a) people to seize on traditonal culture
symbols as a definition of their own identity" (Bennett 1973:3)
Market cloth - fabric purchased at the market place from non-Hmong
Neo - Laotian/French term for Hmong
Miao - Chinese term for Hmong, strict translation has a reference
to agricultural practices, e.g. rice-shoot, son of the soil.
Plon - Strips of colorful, contrasting fabric applied to the edges
of some components of Hmong costume.

"Special" patterns or motifs - patterns or motifs with specific
symbolism attached, the nature of which was not further explained to the author
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

To obtain a fuller understanding of Hmong costume as a réflection of Hmong culture it is beneficial to trace the historic development of Hmong who came to settle in Laos and eventually sought refuge in the United States.

Migration, political and ethnic iden-

tity, and finally the status of Hmong as refugees must all be considered.

A general review of acculturation, including the key

factors involved in culture change, provide the foundation for
a subsequent investigation of Hinong costume.

Historical Background

Geddes (1976) traced the history of Hmong in China back to the

27th century B.C., at which time they were said to be located in
the vicinity of the central Yellow River.

Other investigators,

less confident in early historical accounts (which even Geddes admits
are ambiguous) ,have not acknowledged Hniong presence in China until as

late as 960 A.D. at a location hundreds of miles south of the Yellow
River.

Ruey (1960:143) cited a date contemporary with the mythical

Emperor Shun (2255-2206 B.C.) as first acknowledgement of Hmong presence in China, in the central

ngtze Plain.

Bernatzik (1970:15)

suggested the contact between Hmong and Chinese (Han) was in fact
prehistoric.

It was suggested by Savina (1930:120) that Hmong and

Han Chinese were living at peace with one another as early as the
40th century B.C., but that disturbances began in the 27th century
B.C.

As this date is coincidental with that offered by Geddes

(1976:3) it may account for mention of Hmong in the literature at

that time.

One reason for the discrepancy in dates at which Hmong were first

noted in China is revealed through Ruey's (1960:143) brief historical
account.

Shortly after references to Hmong appear in Chinese his-

tories, Hmong as a distinct tribal unit iwere seemingly obilterated,

as the historiographers lumped all minority groups inSoutheast China
together under the term Man.

Many authors adopted the term Man-Miao

for all tribal peoples of the area, while others began to restrict
usage of the term exclusively to those presently identif led as Hmong.
The term Man is. generally reserved for the Yao (Mien) in contemporary
references.

Early usage of the term, however, helps to explain some

of the confusion that often occurs over the distinction between the
two groups.

The accepted translation of Man is "barbarian" which

conveys the attitude of Han Chinese to tribal people.
Ruey (1960:143) suggested that the Hmong were banished to an
area identified as being north and west of the Yellow River.

The

general tendency in migration has been southward, following a brief
northward expansion along the Yellow River.

Bernatzik (1970:32)

was of the opinion that migration necessarily always resulted in
southward expansion for the Hinong.

Most authors attribute southward movement of Hmong to a retreat
under the oppressive forces of the more numerous Han Chinese.

Kwei-

chow Province in China eventually became the stronghold for the 1-Imong
(Ruey 1960:143).

A pattern of settlement at elevations over 5,000

feet was probably concurrent with southward migration. The average
elevation of Kweichow is 4,000 feet (Lebar, Hickey, and Musgrave 1964:
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65). Savina (1930:173) was of the opinion that Hmong always resided
at such high elevations, a point with which Bernatzik concurs.

Bar-

ney (1967:248) favored the theory that Hmong once resided in the
plains and apparently abandoned plow agriculture, in the ascent up
the mountains, in favor of swidden agriculture.

Though maize and

rice were the principle subsistence crops, upon entry into Indochina
opium cultivation was undertaken as a means of acquiring a cash income

(Halpern and Kunstadter 1967:248).

The theorized move into the

mountains is viewed by some as a deliberate attempt to lessen the control that could be exerted by the centralized government, initially
in China,

subsequently in Indochina.

Continued migration resulted,

owing in part to Hmong slash and burn agricultural practices which
periodically necessitated the move to a new area.
Whatever the reasons, most authors maintain that Han influence
on Hmong was substantial.

Geddes (1976:26) maintained that cultural

influence was reciprocal between Han and ilmong, and that Hmong culture

was not entirely obliterated by contact with the Han majority, despite
fragmentation of the Hmong population.

Bernatzik (1970:32) contended

that ancient Hmong culture was a contributing element to Chinese "high
culture".

Ruey (1960:154) stated that the }imong

have once been bilateral and neolocal but, as a result of Han influence, coupled with independent adaptation, evolved into a patrilineal,
patrilocal system.

To substantiate his contention is the fact that

Chinese surnames were often adopted.

Beauclair (1960:165) essentially

refuted the contention that Hmong culture is merely an aggregate of
Chinese (Han) culture with minor, influences from Yao, Lob, and' Tai.
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Despite conflicting information regarding the make-up of Hmong
culture, by the time Hinong reached Vietnam and subsequently crossed

into Laos in the early 19th century they remained a distinct ethnic
Any acculturation to Han culture that had occurred was by

group.

this time wel1 incorporated into the Hmong way of life.

Certain

patterns had become well established by Hmong prior to their arrival
in Laos.

The patrilineal kinship and patrilocal residence were firm-

ly entrenched.

The Hmong language is distinctive from that of other

ethnic groups inhabiting the surrounding areas, with dialectical variations within it.

A costume with variations that frequently corres-

pond to variations in dialect is another distinguishing feature of
Hmong culture.

An established pattern of settlement, at elevations over 3,000
feet, has contributed to maintenance of a distinct ethnic identity by
Umong.

They were virtually isolated in the mountain tops until the

1940's, experiencing only peripheral contact with outsiders (Halpern
and Kundstadter 1967:249).

Whatever the source of their distinctive

culture, a period of approximately 100 years of virtual isolation from
outside influence certainly must have fortified their cultural distinctiveness.

By 1950 the political state of affairs in Laos resulted

in the direct involvment of Hmong in the battle between Pathet Lao
forces and the (U.S. backed) Royal Lao Army.

Political System

Submission to a central authority was illusory as long as the
Hmong were in Laos.

A strong Hmong kingdom, which was well organized

some time before entry into Laos, never was in operation within Laos
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(Bernatzik 1970:21). A local political system was maintained nonetheless.

Certain positions in it were apparently intertwined with the

greater political system of the Royal Lao Government.
Lists of positions within the "traditional caste system" as
found in the Indochinese Mental Health Project (1980:4) are misleading. The tradition to which they apparently refer is but a fairly recent adaptation to the Laotian political system.

The positions of

Chao Muong (county officer) and tasseng (district chief), although
prestigous within Hmong society, are filled essentially to facilitate
relations between Hmong and the Royal Lao Government.
is misleading in its connotations of rigidity.

The term caste

The head of a house-

hold, who is generally the oldest living male member of the household,
holds the position of paramount authority for the extended family.
This position has remained intact over the centuries, with little apparent modification in relation to the centralized, government in power.

Higher levels of traditional Hmong political authority are model-

ed after the household head position (Barney 1967:279).

Consequently

the village head (Nai ban) is the eldest of the household heads in his
village.

Some Hmong villages are composed entirely of one clan.

Problems arise, however, when there is more than one clan inhabiting
a village.

Each clan has a head (its oldest household head) but the

Royal Laotian Government

often recognized only one head pervil1age.

As a result a clan may secede from a village and move but a short distance away in order to preserve its relative autonomy.

During emergency situations the village chief has authority which
he exercises under advisement from other household heads.
ponsible for defense of his village.

He is res-

What occurred in the 1950's
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during the civil war in Laos was that the leaders either evacuated
their villages or chose to become allied with the Pathet Lao (Schanke,
1970).

Sides were chosen essentially on the basis of clan affilia-

tions under the influence of the general political climate (Barney,
A substantial number of Hmong (100,000) sided with the

1967:274).

Pathet Lao.

More than double that figure (250,000) are said to have

favored the Royal Lao Government (Garrett 1974:83).

By 1975, when

the United States withdrew its military aid, the Pathet Lao gained
control over the remaining few Royal Lao Army strongholds, which had
been maintained largely under the auspices of Hniong General yang Pao.

Although General yang Pao evacuated to the U.S. in 1975, groups of
Chao Fa soldiers, a Hmong division of the army backed initially by
the CIA, remained to continue the battle (Rowe 1981).

Ethnic Identity and Refugee Status

Andrianoff (1979:77) stated that political conflict and warfare
in Laos has affected Hmong culture, but has had a negligible effect
on their ethnic identity.

Their sense of membership in an ethnic

group is very strong and not easily abandoned, despite adverse conditions.

Within Laos there was rarely an instance of Hmong assimila-

tion to Laotian patterns.
likely).

(The reverse was said to have been more

Ward (1967:298) remarked that there is a highly effective

ability on the part of Hmong to organize and adapt in the wake of
disaster.

This he attributed to their strong clan system.

In regard to the refugee status of Hmong in particular, and
its effect on ethnic identity within the United States, little has
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yet been published.

yang Pao has established a self-help agency and

is looked to as the chief executive.

Hmong will confer personally with

yang Pao about matters that are of grave concern but about which the
course of action is uncertain.

Such uncertainties appear to be the re-

suit of attempts by Hmong to blend in with practices generally accepted
in the United States while maintaining aspects of their traditional
value system (Rowe 1981).

Within Oregon there is an organization named
His role is that

'tHmong Family Association" headed by Kuxeng Yongcsa.

of representing the Hmong community to the general populace and in no
way threatens the traditional leadership of his elders.

In his words,

"For cultural and traditional leadership we would always consult the
older people," (Goetze 1981).

Hmong continue to live in extended family groupings, insomuch as
is possible.

In some instances, former refugees sponsor new refugees.

Not only is it the desire of Hmong to settle close to their relatives,
but they may unwittingly have the collaboration of the U.S. government
which is attempting to provide "cluster" settlements where refugees
will number in the thousands in any given site (Gore 1981).

The rate

of entrance into the United States slowed-in 19-81, owing, in part,

to a greater emphasis on orientation prior to arrival.

Enrollment in

an English language course is a prerequisite to the receipt of public
assistance subsequent to arrival in the United States.

In a tradition-

ally male-dominated society, the greater availability of employment for
females can result in frustration and alienation.

Children who are

still undergoing the socialization process adapt more readily to cultural patterns to which they are exposed through school, television,
and elsewhere.

Friction results between teenagers and their parents.
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De Vos (1975:374) stated that changes in ethnic identity may be
"somewhat artificial and external if the changes are assumed after
personality structure has rigidified into the consistent pattern of
an adult."

Over time one's ethnic identity may take on various mean-

ings as it is contrasted to other ethnic groups and cultural configurations (De Vos 1975:375).

It is possible that one effect of changing

identity will be the abandonment of traditional clothing in given sectors of activity.

Vreeland (1981:15) stated that Hmong school child-

ren are ridiculed for public display of traditional textile forms.

The

result is that the children develop a certain disdain for their traditional art forms.

On the other hand, there are apparently sufficient

numbers of U.S. citizens who appreciate Hmong textile art.

ilmong women

have begun to teach their art forms through classes in some community
colleges.

Acculturation and Ethnicity
Acculturation is concerned with changes in cultural patterns that
result from two cultures being in continuous first-hand contact.

The

focus of ethnicity is on the identity of a group or individual.

Padilla (1980:49) stated that ethnicity is an essential part of the
acculturative process.

of acculturation.

Changes in ethnicity are a logical consequence

No precedent has been set for the correlation of a

specific trend in clothing styles to a given model of acculturation,nor

has clothing been effectively developed as a measure of ethnicity.
Distinct processes of acculturation have been delineated in numerous studies on culture contact.

Linton (1963:501) identified di-

rected culture change and social fusion as broad categories which en-
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compass most culture change that results from continued first-hand
contact.

Directed culture change refers to interference by one

culture in modifications in the cultural patterns of another culture
with which it has interactions (Linton 1963:502).

The intervening

culturemay be labeled as the dominant or superordinate culture.

In

order to direct the nature of change, the superordinate culture must
be able to enforce sanctions over given areas of the subordinate culture's activities (Spicer 1961:521).
to amalgamation of two cultures.

Social-cultural fusion refers

Assimilation, or what has been so

labeled, is merely a form of fusion, contended Linton (1963:502), as
the dominant culture is nearly always affected by the subordinate
culture in some manner.

Spicer (1961:521) identified a category

that encompasses all contact where change is not directed, simply
stated as non-directed contact.

Non-directed change may result where

a culture in a position of power has no interest in directing the
activities of a weaker culture or where one culture lacks the power
to enforce changes in another culture with which it is in continuous
contact.

Berry (1980:15)

distinguished a plural society in which multi-

ple cultures are present, from a multicultural society in which cultural diversity is valued.

lie spoke

of cultural systems, in ref er-

ence to psychological terminology, as a move toward a stimulus (assimilation), a move against a stimulus (deculturation), or a move
away from a stimulus (rejection).

Both he and Keefe (1980:104)

stressed the importance of recognizing the multidimensional character
of acculturation as opposed to examination exclusively of assimila-
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tion, i.e. adjustments made on the part of the subordinate group
alone.

It is important to identify the conditions under which acculturation occurs.

Broom et al (1954:975) identified several conditions

that are in operation in all cultural systems.

They are as follows:

a boundary-maintaining mechanism which may be either open or closed,
a rigid or flexible internal system, and a self-correcting mechanism which is the ability of a culture to adapt in a contact situation
(Broom et al 1954:977).

Given the variation that can occur in the

above stated conditions it becomes obvious that the disposition to
change varies greatly from one culture to the next.

Herskovitz

(1958:64) simply stated that the people of some cultures "are made

of sterner stuff" and thus are more resistant to change.
The agent of change plays a key role in the acculturation process.

Various agents have been identified within studies on Native

Americans, each with a unique role.

Spoehr (1941:150-197) identified

the white settler, the missionary, and the government agent, whereas
Hallowell (1955:323) identified as key agents the trader and the
missionary, with a general role served by the Euro-American populace
as well.

Some agents are primarily dispensers of material culture

(e.g. settler, trader) whereas others (e.g. missionary) are more concerned with the modification of behavior.

When the missionary oper-

ates in the absence of the society he represents, members of the
indigenous culture can be selective about the behavioral patterns
they choose to adopt.

Those that fit conveniently into pre-existing

patterns will be the first that are accepted.

As broader segments

of the population represented by the missionary encroach upon the
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indigenous culture, anxiety drives develop that can no longer
be answered by traditional cultural patterns.

Linton addressed the same issue, in terms of material culture,
by stating that when acculturation is directed or enforced the retention of traditional materials is inhibited, thus creating unsatisfied needs.

Under other circumstances, i.e. non-directed contact or

lack of contact, material items would not be discarded until a suitable replacement was found.

A change in environment may have the

effect of creating unsatisfied needs as well (Linton 1963:508).
Many facets of material culture are attributable to the environment in and of itself.

Linton (1963:503) stated that the national

costume of an ethnic minority will be one of the first material items
abandoned under contact situations, because of its salience, which
may provide grounds for ridicule.

If a costume possesses qualities

specifically adapted to a given environment it is more likely to withstand transformation or abandonment upon introduction of the costume
of a more "powerful" group.

In an area such as the Arctic, where

climatic conditions are extreme, Europeans found it imperative that
they adopt the pre-existing costume of the Inuit (Linton 1963:401).
The preceding example is a unique one in that there were no large
segments of the European populace that followed explorers into the
area and could be construed as one more example of a change in the
costume of an ethnic minority (i.e. the Europeans).

It is, however,

contrary to the general pattern established by Europeans in most of
the New World.

Von Ehrenfels (1979:399) stated that in tropical

countries, European colonizers initially adopted the pre-existing
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customs and costumes that were already well adapted to environmental
conditions.

It was not until broader contacts resulted, following

the assignment of resident troops to a specific area, that Europeans
attempted to impose their costume upon the indigenous population.

Military indoctrination and protocol demanded that local soldiers
drawn from the native population, don the designated uniform.

It

wasn't long before the indigenous costume of the entire population
came to be viewed as a symbol of civil disobedience.

When the indi-

genous population then followed the lead of the Europeans toward
conspicuous consumption through dress symbols, not only did "competitive cleavage"

develop between the haves and have-nots, but recogni-

tion of one's merits in terms of pre-existing cultural values waned
severely.

Attitudes in turn became altered by a significant change

in the type of costume worn, which in turn affected personal mannerisms (Von Ehrenfels 1979:401).

Keali'inohomoku (1979:89) has found

through cross-cultural studies of dance movements, that clothing indeed shapes and reinforces behavior.
In order to make more meaningful the discussion of clothing configurations as related to the acculturation process it is necessary
to examine possible functions of clothing.

HIler (1929) offered

seven possible functions by means of which clothing originated.

In-

cluded among these are physical protection, supernatural protection,
modesty, sexual attraction, possession, representation of status,
and aesthetics.

Roach and Eicher (1979) expanthd upon the preceding

to include a wide array of symbolic definitions of the self as com-

municated through clothing, including sexuality, reinforcement of
values and beliefs, political

power, economic status, social worth,
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and social role,

Additionally they stated that clothing as an aes-

thetic expression can define mood and individuality, and clothing may
reflect religious affiliations.

It may also be used in social rituals.

Finally, preparation or selection of one's adornment may provide an
outlet as a recreational or leisure activity.
time may be indicative of social status.

Such use of leisure

Schwarz (1979) reiterated

functions as stated by Hiler, excluding only aesthetics and possession
as categories.

Schwarz stated:
A few authors argue for a particularly [sic],
theory, however, most agree that a combination
of environmental, psychological, and sociocultural factors are involved in the origin and
evolution of clothing, and that motives for continued use of an item may be rather different
from those which lead to its adoption. p.25

Given that items of material culture are transferred across cul-

ture lines, what are the implications of changes in clothing forms?
In what instances will the replacement of traditional forms by new
ones or the retention of specific components of dress occur?

Keesing

(1958:411-412) identified zones of persistence versus malleable
wherein he delineated areas in which change is likely to occur more
readily than in others.

Whereas elements of taste and self-expres-

sion and the means of achieving goals were said to change rapidly,
it was predicted that "essentials" of communication, territorial security, ideological security, body training habits, and materials
vital to physical survival will persist.
essentia1
the former.

If the latter set, i.e. the

are disrupted by force they will cause more stress than
Linton (1963:486) stated that most cultural features are

adopted by a second culture in terms of form only, and are devoid of
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the original meanings attached.

Meanings evolve, however, even within

one culture, as has the status of handweaving in the United States.
Formerly commonplace and low in status attachment, handwoven products

are prestigious
1963:481).

luxury items in present day connotations (Linton

Meanings become attached to new cultural items through

unconscious processes, for the most part.

Such meanings are dependent

on the circumstances in which the new element is introduced.

Initial

associations are made on the basis of who the innovators are and any
"superficial resemblance to elements already present" (Linton 1963:
476).

As an object gains in acceptance, continued associations will

bring the innovation into accord with overall cultural patterns (Linton 1963:477).

Disruption in the supply of goods upon which a given lifestyle
is dependent is one immediate cause of culture change.

An exchange

of material goods between cultures undergoing transition of a similar
type may occur.

The costume of Plains Indians has been adopted by

diverse groups of Native Americans as a representative dress form
and an alternative to dress forms of the dominant culture.

There are

indications that there is extensive borrowing between Hinong and Mien

in their textile arts, which could eventually result in less distinctive-

ness of costume between the two cultures (Flower ClothExhibit 1982).
Woodward (1938) summarized the relationship of clothing to acculturation succinctly when he described the Navaho male as "a living
exponent of acculturation" who manifests three layers of culture by
the clothing he wears.

Outwardly he appears in contemporary American

clothing but underneath his jeans he wears a form of the previous
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Spanish-American mode, his pantaloons.

Closest to his body, and rare-

ly removed, is his traditional breechclout.

This, stated Vogt (1961:

329), clearly exemplifies the manner in which the Navaho has acculturated.

The distinction between ethnic identification and acculturation
is, at best, imprecise.

Nembership in an ethnic group is taken for

granted by the majority of researchers.

It becomes an issue only

when one culture becomes vulnerable to change as another culture impinges upon it.

The concept of ethnicity is meaningless intracul-

turally, given non-contact situations.

For this reason it is diff i-

cult to divorce the investigation of ethnicity and acculturation from
one another.

Hodge (1975:31) equated ethnicity with identity and self-concept.

Midgett (1975:62) asserted that the characteristic of self-

ascription and ascription by others is an essential component of ethnic identification.

Barth (1969:28) distinguished between ascription

and performance when he stated
ascription is not conditional on the control
of any specific assets, but rests on the criteria of origin and commitment, whereas performance in the status, the adequate acting
out of the roles required to realize the identity, in many systems does require such assets.
p. 28
Clothing is an effective means of defining one's identity and
provides visible signs to others.

De Vos and Romanucci-Ross (1975:

16) stated that a group's ethnic identity involves the use of symbols
and emblems which serve to differentiate it from other such groups.
Isaacs (1975:43) stated that a group's name is the most evident sym-
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Glazer and Moynihan (1963:17) reported that

bol of group cohesion,

in addition to being a rallying point, a groups name identifies it
with a specific past.

Clothing is another example of a symbol iden-

tifying an ethnic group.

Cole (1970:101) stated that one's attire
He found that clothing

carries a message "not otherwise expressed".

forms that were on first glance quite similar, were quite distinctive
between tribal units, based on color, shape, and texture.

Royce (1982:27) spoke of a shared historical st1e', but pointed
out that it is developed through interactions with outsiders.

Style

involves the conscious use of symbols based on one's value system.
Symbols reflecting one's style change in response to changing situations.

Style, unlike tradition ,allows for flexibility in behavior

while still perpetuating ethnicity.

Through symbolic development per-

taining to style, ethnic groups are able to adapt for survival to
society-at-large.

Symbols may develop through adoption of entirely

new symbols or by blending the old with the new.
new meanings.

Both will evolve

Royce (1982:231) contended that identification with a

given group can be confirmed on an individual level when it is convenient to do so.
liability.

It may, likewise, be refuted when it becomes a

Familiarity with both symbology and ideology provide

security, nonetheless.

Language, foods, music,and other social forms

specifically affiliated with an ethnic group help ease feelings of
anonymity or disorientation (Royce 1982:224).

De Vos and Romanucci-

Ross (1975:15) addressed the symbolic use of aesthetic traditions as

a foundation for selfand social identity.

"Taste in food, dance

traditions, styles of clothing and definitions of physical beauty
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are examples of how cultures identify themselves by aesthetic patterns.

Royce (l982;l50) remarked that the blending of elements is
quite apparent in Zapotec's women's festival dress. It
consists of successive overlays of Spanish,
French, English and Chinese elements on an
Indian foundation, Today's dress would scarcely be recognizable to Zapotec on the eve of the
Spanish Conquest, yet it stands quite effectively
as a symbol of Zapotec identity. p.150
Horowitz (l9.75:l39) spoke

of the effects of amalgamation as a super-

imposition of "new layers of identity on old" in much the same manner.

Complete amalgamation, if it ever were to occur, would result

in the obliteration of interfacing ethnic groups into a single fused
unit.

Bernard (1967:23) claimed that

total

assimilation suggests

divestment of one's culture from clothes to ideology.

Barth (1969:

33) saw no direct correlation between a reduction of cultural differences and ethnic identities.

As differences are minimized there is

not necessarily a break-down in the boundary-maintaining mechanism.
Following Royce's contentions, it may be assumed that boundaries may
be ignored and resurrected as necessary, as long as one is familiar
with the symbols and corresponding value configurations.

Overt sig-

nals and value orientations are the essential factors that influence
one's performance as a member of an ethnic group (Barth 1969:30).
Royce (1982: 29) recognized not one but two boundaries between ethnic
groups.

One is imposed from the outside, the other recognized only

by members of the group.

Whereas an individual may cease to invoke

signs of his identity recognizable by the society-at-large he must
still perform the ethnic role sufficiently well to continue to be
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accepted within the inner boundary.

According to Barth (1969:16) maintenance of ethnic identity is
dependent on structured interaction with symbols for identification.

Both Barth and Royce agreed that articulation
economic sphere.

is greatest in the

The domestic and religious spheres are more insul-

ated against change (Barth 1969:16).

Those persons from a lesser

developed society with the greatest dependence on the goods of an
industrialized society are considered to be crucial as agents of
change (Barth 1969:33)

The options available to these agents are as

follows: to become incorporated totally into the established industrial society, to encapsulate their cultural differences into areas

of non-articulation, or to assert specific components of their traditional culture in a syncretic manner.

Clothing may be used as a vehicle either to break down or to
fortify boundaries.

Abandonment of traditional costume does not ne-

cessarily imply the demise of group cohesion.
being developed.

New symbols are merely

These depend on the attitude of both user and ob-

server to derive their complete meaning (Wasserman and Hill 1981:5).
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PROCEDURE
Information regarding demography, ethnicity, and use of trad-

itional costume, as outlined below, was

obtained by means of a

questionnaire orally administered to Hmong residents of Salem and
Portland, Oregon.

Questions regarding costume form were included in

the questionan open-end interview administered in conjunction with

naire, to provide information lacking in existing literature.

Demography

As a means of defining the sample, background.inforflhatiofl was
collected.

Variables identified were age, sex, marital status,

birth order, and birthplace.

It was determined whether the respondent

was a resident of Salem or Portland.

Clothing Form

Photographs, notations by the author from first hand observation, verbal descriptions by interviewees, and a literature survey
Act-

were the primary means used to determine form of Hmong costume.

ual garments were viewed and photographed to substantiate and clarify
verbal descriptions.

Given the visual nature of the item being mea-

sured, photographs proved to be invaluable.

Examination of garments

themselves proved to be an effective means of by-passing language
barriers.

Descriptions of costumes or costume details were occasionally
obtained from interviewees, when garrients of consequence to the study

were unavailable first-hand.

Oral descriptions of pictures in some
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of the literature helped elucidate subtleties of costumes that may
The length of tLme that various com-

otherwise have gone unnoticed.

ponents of the costume have been in existence, as well as when certain
features referred to in the literature became obsolete, were also
noted.

Questions pertaining to differences between male and female

costume, age differences in costume, and differences in everyday and
ceremonial costume were posed to those respondents who professed to
be knowledgeable in such areas.

Physical attributes of the costume

that were investigated included method of construction, and fabrics,
colors, and motifs employed.

Other information obtained by means of

the interview concerned fabric procurement, skills required to construct costumes ,and role fulfillment related to the construction process.

Use

Eight occasions or events were selected to categorize the use of
traditional dress.

The events were as follows: in the home, grocery

shopping, public entertainment, at work (or school), a Hmong wedding,
a Hmong funeral, a Hmong New Year celebration, and a christening.
The respondent was asked what type of clothing he/she wore or would

wear (with the greatest frequency) for each event listed.

Although

not the original intent, the question regarding marriage came to be

construed as one's on marriage, which may have biased the outcome
to reflect slightly greater use of traditional costume.

When it be-

came evident that the category of public entertainment was ineffectual due to the disinclination of Hmong in general to participate in
public forms of entertainment, the category was expanded to include
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parties.

The category of christening, or hu ph

-- the closest

parallel in Hmong culture--was maintained, but not without some misgivings, as the two are by no means equivalent.

One is celebrated

entirely by Christians, the other solely by aniniists, so a split

in responses would occur along religious lines.

Ethnicity

The decision not to administer a questionnaire in written form
was due to multiple factors.

A limited understanding of English and

a low literacy rate on the part of Hmong respondents was
anticipated.

Furthermore, it was felt that certain questions might

be found objectionable to respondents owing to their lack of familiarity with American culture in general and the academic research procedure in particular.

The impersonal nature of the questionnaire

would not be conducive to making the respondent feel at ease, or to
obtaining honest responses.

The majority of questionnaires that

have been used to determine ethnicity, or

degree of acculturation,

of immigrant groups in the United States have been geared towards
groups whose ethnicity has diminished over the years.

In the case

of Hmong, who are still undergoing a period of adjustment, the question as to significant loss of ethnicity is much less appropriate.

What was considered crucial was to elicit information concerning
one of the most recent groups of immigrants to the United States be-

fore drastic change occurred, and to

establish a baseline for

subsequent changes in Hmong lifestyle and culture.

Adaptation of

Hmong to a new environment has brought about major changes in cultural.
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patterns in which there is a high degree of interaction with members
of the "host" society (especially in the economic sphere).
important that these changes be documented along the way.

It is

In order

to test the relationship of clothing practices to ethnicity, questions regarding given cultural practices were included in the oral
interview.

Information was obtained regarding marriage practices,

favorite foods, holidays celebrated, knowledge of English, religion,
and residential, settlement patterns -- measures which tend to reflect

degree of identification with a given ethnic group.

A schedule was

prepared in advance to facilitate administration of the interview
and to insure that predesignated information was obtained.

(Appendix I)

Analysis

one set of responses was deleted.

When the data were analyzed

As there was no variation in the response to marriage patterns, one
of the measures of ethnicity, the entire category was deleted.

All

married respondents were endogamous, therefore a distinction between
endogamy and exogamy revealed nothing.

It did, however, create a

discrepancy in responses between married and unmarried respondents
and was deleted on that basis.

In a sample already quite small it

was important to obtain consistency in the number of applicable res-

ponses without having totally to discount a whole group of respondents.

Appendix II reveals the scores assigned related to responses
for ethnicity and use of traditional costume.

In the category of

religion those who were Christian received a score of zero, those who
were non-Christian a score of two.

There was no real middle ground

as all of the non-Christians were animist.

Respondents who had a
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strong preference for American foods received a score of zero in the
food measure, those with no preference a one, those with a preference
for traditional Hmong foods a score of two.

In the category of lang-

uage, respondents unable to communicate in Hmong would be given a

score of zero, those who could speak both English and Hmong received
a score of one, while those who could not communicate in English received a score of two.

The primary Hmong holiday, and according to

some sources, the only one, is New Year's. Ethnicity as expressed
through the observance of holidays depended on whether or not the
respondent celebrated the Emong New Year.
receive a score of zero;

Anyone who did not would

those who celebrated the Umong New Year

in addition to American holidays received a score of one, and those
who celebrated the ilmong New Year only received a score of two.

The

final category, that of household, was designed to determine if resi-

dence was with the nuclear family only, for which a score of zero
was given,or whether it was within an extended family setting, for
which a score of two was given.

The lowest possible score, overall,

was zero indicating the least degree of ethnicity.

The highest pos-

sible score was ten, indicating the greatest degree of ethnicity possible.

For use of historically traditional dress, scores for each event
or occasion were either zero for non-use, or two for use.

The lowest

possible score was zero, the highest sixteen.
Data were analyzed by means of a chi square test.

A continuity

adjustment was used for all tests in which n was smaller than 23.
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Population and Sample Selection

The population consisted of Hmong immigrants to the State of
Oregon.

Selection of the sample was made on the basis of accessibil-

ity, pertaining not only to physical proximity but to the presence
of an interpreter as well.

Arrangements with an instructor/tranS

lator in English as a Second Language (ESL), at Mount Hood Community
College in Portland, resulted in the initial interview with a Hmong
couple registered in the ESL program there.

Accessibility to mem-

bers of the Hmong community, through the translator, became a problem
as many residents of the neighboring area, who had been enrolled in
the program became part of a widespread exodus from Oregon to California.

(The total Hmong population in Oregon in the winter of 1982

dropped from an estimated 6,000

to somewhere in the vicinity of

3,000.)

Meanwhile, contact was made with the directors of the Southeast
Asian Refugee Federation (SEARF), who were more than accommodating in
arranging interviews with participants in the orientation program
offered through SEARF.

A contract was entered Into with Mr. Bee

Chang, SEARF employee and vice-president of the Hmong Family Associ-

ation, who not only provided his services as translator but
was instrumental in arranging interviews, often with interviewees in
full costume.

Through his discretion it was possible to get a small

but representative sampling of Umong of different ages, sex, and group
affiliation (i.e. White Hmong, Hmong Njua, and Banded Sleeve Hmong).
Interviews were conducted in the SEARF offices.
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In the Salem community, contact was made with a young Hmong
woman, You Thao, recommended for her proficiency in both English
and Hmong.

Interviews in Salem differed from those in Portland in

that they were usually conducted in the interviewee's residence. Several interviews were conducted with English-speaking Hmong without
the aid of a translator.

Through access to the individual residences

it was possible to obtain a broader perspective of the daily customs
and routines of the members of the sample.

In several instances,

contact with informants occurred at social settings, in addition to
the initial interview, often where items of Rmong textile art were
being sold.

Whereas fewer

costumes were viewed in Salem than in

Portland, greater insights were gained into construction methods and
the manner in which a costume is donned, owing to repeated visits
with the same informants.
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FINDINGS

Demography

The sample consisted of 33 Hmong residents of Oregon.
Ages of the respondents ranged from 13 to 67 years.
female respondents and 14 males.

There were 19

For both sexes the majority of the

respondents were in their late teens through

their early thirties.

There were more female respondents beyond their thirties than there
were males.

Among the males there was considerable distance between

the oldest two respondents in age; the oldest was 67, the next oldest
was only 36.

See Appendix II for the exact ages of each of the res-

pondents.

Twenty-four of the respondents were married, eight were single,
and one was a widow.

Information on birth order was incomplete and

was not used in analysis of data.
in Laos.

All of the respondents were born

Nineteen of the respondents resided in Portland at the time

of their interview, fourteen in Salem.
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Clothing Form

The following information has been divided into three basic
categories, female costume, male costume, !a±id baby hats. The third

section includes only hats, as they are the most distinctive feature of children's costume.

The remainder of children's costume

is essentially a replica of adult costume.
fled,

Unless otherwise sped-

it should be assumed that the child's costume is the same as

described in the other two sections and subject to the same sex
distinctions.

Primary subdivisions within the major categories of

male and female costume identify group affiliation, i.e. Hmong Njua
(Blue or Green Hmong), White HmOng, and Banded Sleeve Hmong.
ondary sub-divisions pertain to parts of the costume.

Sec-

The order in

which costume components are listed is not random but follows the
sequence used in actually putting on the costume, for the most part.

Some areas of donning the costume are subject to greater variation
in sequence than others.

For mex,.the exact sequence is not known

to the author, but is presumed to be similar to that followed by
women where costume parts show some similarity.

2.

Njua has multiple translations. Whether names of colors constitute literal translation of the term is not entirely clear.
HmongNju&who speak English vi.11 call themselves either Blue
thnong o.r Green Emong.
To avoid confusion the term Njua will be
used from this point on to refer to Blue or Green Hmong.
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Feirni a Costume
HMONG NJTJA

SKIRT
The skirt consists of three horizontal panels.

The widest,

central-most panel is a band of batiked cloth, approximately 37
cm. wide, traditionally made of hemp.

Hemp is the fiber of pre-

ference because it holds the pleats and swings nicely when the
skirt is in motion (Campbell 1978:88).

In preparation for making

the skirt approximately six meters of cloth are needed.

The batik

Melted wax is drawn

process is learned by only some of the women.

on the cloth by means of a metal stylus with a bamboo handle.
only pattern is a previously rendered batik.

The

Few women in the U.S.

continue to batik; many have never learned how.
Fabric appliques may be superimposed over various of the designs that were created during the batik process.
appliques are now the predominant ones.

Brilliant pink

Yellow and green appliques

are common but are used to a lesser degree and always in conjunction with the pink.
sash.

The pink fabric is the same as is used in the

To the top edge of the central panel is attached a section of

undyed, handwoven hemp which constitutes the waistband.

p1te 1)

(See

Lack of decoration in this area can be accounted for

by the fact that it will subsequently be covered by a waist bInding or girdle.

To the opposite edge of the central panel is attach-

ed an embroidered band which comprises the lower border of the
skirt. (See plate 2.)

It varies in width from approximately 15 to
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Upper border, Hmong Njua skirt

Lower border Hmong Njua skirt
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The ground cloth on which the embroidery is executed is

20 cm.

a dark blue-black (indigo).

If not a basket weave, such as aida

cloth, yarns must be sufficiently coarse so that a counted crossstitch can be performed.

Red and either white or orange nylon floss

are commonly used for the embroidery patternS.

There may be breaks

in the patterning where a rectangle of solid fabric, generally brilliant pink, is appliqued to the band.
contrasting row of cross-stitch.

It is then outlined by a

Additional appliques may adorn

this lower panel and are sometimes used extensively.

The hem is

formed by binding the raw edge with white or pink fabric, the finished width of which is three centimeters or less.
Once the body of the skirt has been sesm together, it is dampensix mm. wide vertical pleats are basted in throughout the

ed a

length of the garment.

The basting threads are run through succes-

sive pleats in a horizontal direction,

three to four cm.

apart.

The skirt is stored with the pleats tightly secured by means of
a knot at each end of the basting thread.
the threads

When the skirt is worn

are entirely removed or occasionally (e.g. for pic-

tures) loosened sufficiently to allow the skirt to swing as the body
moves.

The skirt is worn in wrap-around fashion with the opening

in front.

It is secured by means of ties which extend from the waist

band and wrap fully around the waist.

it is not necessary that the

sides of the skirt meet in front, as this area is always covered by
an apron.

Thus the edges of the skirt need not be finely finished.

The skirt is rolled up for storage.

See plates 3-6.

Skirts worn in Laos as part of everyday dress were of the same
form and style as just described.

It is desirable for women to have
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Plate 3.

Hmong Njua skirt

Plate 4.

Skirt with pleats basted in (Hmong Njua)
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Plate 5. Hmong Njua skirt with applique
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Plate 6. Hmong Njua skirt rolled in preraration for storage
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a new skirt for each New Year's celebration.

Skirts used for

ceremonial wear are eventually relegated to everyday usage.
It takes approximately one year to complete a skirt, time
for which must be squeezed in among other daily activities.

One

informant stated that the aid of a sewing machine could reduce
the time involved by one half or more.

As a new costume may be

made each year, it is easy to see how changes in style may be incorporated as new materials are introduced and new colors become
available.

The basic form, however, has remained much the same

for centuries (Bernatzik 1947:485-6).
BLOUSE

A ready-made blouse of western origin is now worn as a standard part of the costume.

It has been increasingly adopted by

Hmong women over the past thirty years.

Photographs from the late

1970's and early 1980's (Campbell 1978, Zega 1982) from Thailand
reveal that some women still wear the jacket without a blouse
underneath.

Blouses are regularly worn by Hmong Njua women in the

United States and photographs indicate the same practice is currently followed in Laos.

N!CK SCARF
A bright or dark colored chiffon-like scarf may be knotted
at the neck around-.- the collar of. young, unmarried women.

This

practice has developed only within the last six to nine years.
(See plate 7)
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Plate 7.

Young Hmong Njua woman
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JACKET

The jacket has little fitting incorporated into its construcOne size fits virtually all female adults.

tion.

The jacket

matches the apron (described below) in color, usually black, and
is generally the same fabric.

Satin jackets are prevalent; twills,

such as gabardine are not uncommon; velvet may be used as well.
Floral prints are replacing the solid black fabrics among the younger generation.

Plate 8 (lefty depicts a young Hmong 4jua woman in a

velvet floral print jacket and apron.

Black, still the most cots-

monly used color, replaced the dark indigo blue once pre-dyed
market cloth became available.

Homespun hemp, dyed in indigo,

was the fabric formerly used to construct the jacket (Bernatzik
1947:319).

Silk was usd at one time

(Lyons I77:12),

following the introduction of market cloth, whereas synthetic
fabrics are commonplace today.

The jacket front and back are cut in one piece with side seams
and a front opening.

Th.2 sides are not always sewn the full length

of the garment, but are often left open at the bottom to form a
slit between front and back.

The back is frequently cut several

centimeters longer than the front.
onally

The front opening is cut diag-

on both left and right sides to form a v-shaped neckline.

The front edges are usually lapped one over the other, but may
merely abut at center front where they are occasionally secured
by means of a safety pin.

The front opening and, in some instances,

the back hemline are edged with thin strips of fabric, three. to
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Plate 8.

Young Hmong Njua woman (left)
Young White Hmong woman (right)
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Fimong Njua need but one word in their native

five nun in width.

language to describe this edging.

The word is plon(g).

?ua plon

is defined in the Dictionary of Hmong Njua as "to sew the edging
strips of colorful material along the edge of a [Hinongjjacket or

skirt"(Lyman 1974:278).

For the sake of convenience the term

plon will be used throughout the remaining text to refer to the
Adjacent strips are of contrasting color.

edging described.

Each

successive strip slightly overlaps the strip to which it is joined.

All strips are sewn by hand onto a muslin backing.
Black, white, and pink

are invariably used.

(See plate 9)

The additional use

of green, or yellow, or both is not uncommon.

There is a rela-

tively consistent placement of colors within the plon.

To either

side of a black strip will be placed a white strip, each of which
is bordered by a pink strip.

If additional colors are used they

will follow a similar pattern, i.e. yellow or green to the outside
of each pink strip.

When the final color is reached the sequence

will be followed through in a mirror image of what preceded i
until the desired width is obtained.

,

In some cases tiny triangles

of fabric may be placed in a row along one of the strips, e.g.
white on black.
other.

Two such rows are formed in a mirror image of each

(See figure A)

plon on each front edge.

A dozen or more individual strips form the
The finished width of

the plon does not usually exceed five cm.

The

plon extends from slightly above the apron or
waist sash up over the shoulder to the collar.

The outer-most bound edge of the plon, which in

Figure A. Plon
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Plate 9.

Plon, the colorful border used on Hmong Njua
jackets, collars, and baby carriers
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most cases is pink, continues on visually to form the outer bindThe collar itself is visible only from the

ing of the collar.
back.

It is seamed to the back neckline, which lies at least five

cm. below the base of the neck.

The upper central portion of the

collar is of the same fabric as the body of the jacket.
ure B, section a)

(see fig-

The surrounding three sides are most often white

(or off-white) with parallel rows of fine stitches visible every
three to six mm.

(see figure B, section b)

The stitches are present to secure the many
layers of plon which form the corresponding
section of the reverse side of the collar.

Figure B.
Hmong jua collar

In every Hmong Njua woman's jacket seen by the author, the
underneath portion of the collar has been embellished with varying
degrees of intricacy.(See plates 10 & 11)

Two explanations for

the concealment of the product of such painstaking labor were offered by informants.

One version has it that the alphabet of the

written language once possessed by Hmong was hidden under the collar
to conceal it from the Chinese who had attempted to destroy it.

The other version is that a princess discovered, on her wedding
day, that the collar she had laboriously stitched in preparation
for her wedding had been stolen.

She quickly set to preparing

another collar at the last moment, but as one might well expect,
it lacked the beauty of her original collar, so she wore the embellished side face down.

The plon of the underside of the collar generally hasno less
than fifteen individual strips, which do not necessarily correspond
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Plate 10.

Plate 11.

Hmong Njua under collar

Bmong Njua under collar
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exactly to the plon on the jacket front.
Colors are used in a similar sequence, however.

For each color one strip of cloth extends
around three sides of the collar and is
neatly mitered at the corners (Figure C,

section a). Inside the plon is a three-

Figure C.

Under portion

of Hmong Njua collar
sided border of applique work (Figure C,

section b). Appliques take the form of small geometric shapes, predominantly squares and triangles.

Within the appliqued border is,

a rectanglá.r horder ofsolid pink (or red) inside which more extensive applique work is placed

(Figure C, section c). Within the

outlined area the appliques tend to repeat the pattern of the applique border, but the area is divided into grids which vary in
layout according to the individual artisan.

Squares of fabric

are often appliqued offset on other appliqued squares.
of the appliqued pieces may be embroidered.
one under_collar

,

Portions

Variations include

brought from Laos, which was entirely embroid-

ered in a running stitch inside the border of plon and lacked the
traditional applique work.

It was unique also in its smaller

di-

mensions, which may only indicate it was part of a small child's
jacket.

One under..collar lacked the applique border immediately inside the plon.

In its place was stitching in two or three colors

of thread, in a zigzag pattern, which in effect repeat the triangular shapes often used in the corresponding space of other collar
facings.

The same collar had a blue border on the outside, as
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opposed to the white outside border seen in aLl the rest.

(See

plates 12 & 13)

A one-piece sleeve is added onto the kimono style sleeve cap
formed by the body of the jacket itself.
are fully lined.

The sleeve and jacket

The lining is royal blue in most cases.

(One

instance of a green lining' was witnessed, confirming that devia-

tions from the standard style do occur).

A plain woven cotton

may be used as the lining fabric, as may silk satins, or
synthetics.

The sleeve end is always worn rolled up, forming a

cuff, which reveals the contrasting lining.

The jacket ends are

worn outside the skirt and girdle but underneath the apron.
(See plate 14)

GIRDLE

A strip of cloth that measures approximately one-half by f our-

and-one-half meters is used to bind the waist.

The fabric used is

a dark colored (indigo, black, occasionally purple) georgette, or a
suitable substitute, i.e. a cloth with similar characteristics.

The

girdle, or sash as it may be called, is wrapped tightly about the

waist and may be covered by a second such sash.

The plain, upper-

most panel of the skirt is fully concealed by the girdle.

The girdle is an integral part of the costume and is one item
which is retained by some women for use with western attire, albeit
concealed under outer garments.

It affects posture to a limited

extent and increases the circumference of the waist area.
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Plate 12.

Hmong Njua under-collar variation

Plate 13. Hniong Njua outer-collar variation
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Plate 14.

Back of Hmong Njua female's jacket
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APRON
The apron is rectangular in shape and covers the front of the
skirt where the edges

nearly meet.

It extends down from the

waist to below the hemline of the skirt, often all the way to the
ankles.

In most cases it is solid black in color and is satin or

another lustrous fabric.

It usually matches the jacket.

velvet, gabardine, or crepe are possible substitutions.

Damask,

The apron

is either constructed from one solid piece of fabric,about 37 cm
in width3

or by seaming together three panels of approximately

equal width.

It is desirable for the apron to have well-defined

creases which are achieved by folding it over on itself many
times from top to bottom and storing it thusly.

(See plate 15)

The apron is tied around the waist in one of two manners.
It may tie by means of long, thin, strips of cloth attached to either

side of the apron top; ties of this type will be concealed
under a wider decorative sash of brilliant pink tied over the
midriff area.

The alternative method of fastening the apron is

by attaching the decorative pink sash directly to the apron as a
waistband/tie belt in one.

The ties must be long enough to wrap

behind the waist and back around to the front where they will
criss-cross and extend again to the back.

There they are tied with

sufficient length remaining for both ends of the sash to extend
nearly to the hem of the skirt.

3.

This is probably due to the former use of handwoven hemp, which
had a standard lOom width of 37 cm.
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Plate 15. 1-Imong Njua couple
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JEWELRY
The majority of jewelry has traditionally been made of silver.

Most of the jewelry worn by either males or females, is reserved
for use on special occasions such as New Year's, weddings, and festive get-togethers.
basis.

Limited use of jewelry occurs on a daily

Women frequently wear silver earrings regardless of the

occasion.

Wrist watches have become increasingly popular since

they first became available and are worn daily by both men and
The elaborate use of jewelry, often in the form of coins,

women.

is the primary distinguishing feature between everyday and ceremonial dress.

The various components of the costume remain vir-

tually the same for ceremonial use as for everyday wear, differing
only in degree of embellishment.

Coin Belts

It is not uncommon for- a woman to wear a belt to which num-

erous coins have been attached, as part of her ceremonial costume.
(See plate 16) The coin belt is worn over the apron or decorative
sash.

The belt consists of a strip of cloth, approximately seven

cm. in width, which has been filled in with multi-color embroidery.
The edges are finished with a few strips of plon.

The

em-

broidered cloth does not extend fully around the waist circumference but is tied in place by ribbons sewn to each end of the
belt.

Two coin belts are usually worn simultaneously, one just

above the other.

They are tied in center front.

Two rows of

coins are attached along the length of the belt by means of beaded
threads.

The coins are placed so close as to overlap those to

CD
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either side.

The coins hang so as to cover just the lower border of

plon; the second row of coins hangs just below the border.

The coins

of the upper belt obscure the embroidery on the lower be1t
slight body movements set the freely
result in melodic jingling.

Even

inging coins in motion and

Coins currently being used on the belts

procured through reare imitation aluminum coins, which are usually
latives in Minnesota.

Older belts, constructed in Laos, utilize

French Indochinese coins with dates ranging from 1925 to 1937.

Once

becoming lost.
worn as a display of wealth, the status attachment is

Necklace

A silver necklace is worn as a part of a woman's
ceremonial costume.

The style of necklace most fre-

quently worn by Hmong from Laos consists of three
parts:

a semi-circular ridged band which extends

around the back of the neck, multiple rows of small,

Figure D.

Pendant

thick chain, and three pendants of the shape pictured in figure D.
The pendants hang from rows of chain extending off the flattened
portion at each side of the ridged neckband.

(See plate 17)

The

necklace extends furthest down the chest at center front where the
largest of the three pendants hangs.

The remaining two pendants

hang immediately above the first and are consecutively smaller in
size, but of identical shape and design.

Additional flat, engraved

from
pieces of silver, usually in the shape of triangles, may hang

the chain closest to the neck.

Some women, especially younger ones,
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Plate 17.

Necklace, traditionally worn by Hmong from Laos
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make use of other shapes such as stars and hearts, in this area

these are used in conjunction with the triangles.

Engravings

necklace to necklace but are
on any of the pendants will vary from
always geometric in nature.

Numerous short chains hang to the out-

side of the chains which support the crown shaped pendants.
each of these hangs a small tooth-shaped piece.

From

A similar series

immediately
of chains hangs vertically from the chains that cross
in front of the neck.

The necklace is most easily put on before any headgear is donned.

the
Without a hat or turban the necklace can be slipped over

head if it is turned sideways (from how it is worn).
specific fastenings or latches.

It has no

Chains can be detached from either

link
side of the neckband, if need be, by bending the metal in one

of each row of chain to expand the size of the neck opening temporarily.

HEADGEAR
Numerous styles of headgear may be worn by Hmong Njua women.
(within Laos),
Differences are dependent on age, geographic location

wealt1 and personal preference.

The style most commonly seen by

the author will be the only one described at any length.
wideThe style of turban described below would seem to have
from various
spread usage throughout Laos, as it is worn by women
regions.

Khoaung.
It is most representative of the women from Xieng

similar hand.
The fabric used is georgette, or another fabric with a

for the
Dark blue, dark purple, or black are all desirable colors
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turban.

A continuous strip of cloth (approximately one-half meter

by four meters) is necessary to wrap thehead properly. Wrapping

A short length of cloth (five to eight cm.)

proceeds as follows:

is held at the crown of the head as the remainder of the cloth is
wound to the back of the head passing just above the ear.

As the

cloth circles back around to the front of the head it crosses di-

agonally over the section that preceded it. For the first few layers, when the cloth passes immediately above the ear for one revo-

lution, it will pass higher on the head for the next revolution or
two.

The cloth continues to be wrapped, building up the section

at the crown of the head.

Much of the bulk to either side of the

crown is formed by passing the cloth immediately above the ear,
thus pushing the preceding layers higher up on the head.

The very

top center of the turban may be hollow with the hair on the head
slightly visible.

The end of the cloth is tucked out of sight

while the beginning protrudes from the central hollow.

To secure

the turban and provide a decorative effect, a black and
white striped band, approximately three cm. wide, is wrapped over
the turban.

One end hangs down in back as the strip is brought

diagonally across the top of the forehead.

From there it extends

to the back of the turban and circles back around to criss-croSs
- the first diagonal with the end. hanging evenly in back with the
first end.

Turbans of this type can be seen in plate 8.

According to Ling and Ruey (1947 :89) variegated and checked

head cloths were preferred by younger women whereas older women
used solid colors, often black and green.

Illustrations of head
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coverings formed from graduated strips of the checkered cloth appear
in much of the literature.

Up to fourteen strips may be used, one

atop another to create a high, cone-shaped headdress.

No such tur-

ban has been observed first-hand bythe author; the type of cloth
used, however, is the sam& as is pictured in plate 18.
As the women's hair is naturally straight and generally worn
long, it must be tied up in some manner before the turban is wrapped.

This may be done by combing all the hair forward (over the

face) and twisting the hair together just above the hairline.

The

twisted portion is then pulled back across the top of the head.
Mickey (1947:43)

noted that in China the hair was at times plucked

to aid in its concealment.

It is still desirable for no hair to

be exposed below the hairline.

Another head covering, use of which is evident in the U.S.,
is illustrated in plate 15.

A plain dark-colored scarf

or rectangle of cloth is currently utilized in the formation of
such a headpiece

A similar style was worn in Indochina, but the

edges were thoroughly embroidered (Wang l948:V). The abandonment
of intricate embroidery has been documented as early as 1937 when
Graham (1937:25) pointed out that a specific group of Hmong in
China (Ch'uan Miao) were being ridiculed by neighboring Chinese
for the time-consuming execution required of such extensive embroidery.

He noted that cheaper cloth and purchased ribbons, with

which to decorate it, were becoming more common, the result being
an obvious change in the appearance of parts of the costume.
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Plate 18.

Plate 19.

Black and white plaid head covering

Leggings commonly worn by Hrnong Njua women
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LEGGINGS

The costume of Hmong Njua women is not complete without cloth
leg wrappings.

(See plate 19)

The vast majority of leggings worn

by Hmong women in Oregon are black and are made from inexpensive marHemp was used formerly

ket cloth, generally with a plain weave.
(Bernatzik 1970:431).

The pair examined by the author was cut in the

off
shape of a long, rather narrow, triangle with a thin band extending

one end.

(See figure E)

Wrapping begins at the ankle, with the widest

portion of cloth, and proceeds toward the knee.

The narrow band is

wrapped around the upper part of the legging, just below the knee, and
is tucked under to secure it in place.

In one instance a separate red

band, approximately three cm. wide, was wound near the upper border.
Bernatzik (1947:435) stated that within Indochina dark colored
leggings, either blue or black, were part of everyday attire, whereas

white leggings were reserved for festive occasions.

The white leggings

were of uniform width and required greater length to cover the appropriate area.

They were tied on top with a narrow black band. Campbell

(1978:85) stated that the white leggings, used ceremonially,are falling
into disuse.

The use of white leggings was mentioned by some interview-

ees but was never observed by the author.

Figure E.

Leggings

SHOES

Barefeet were commonplace in Laos.

Thongs were also popular. In

the U.S. canvas shoes, or open-toed sandals are preferred.
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BABY CARRIER

The functionality of the baby carrier is without question.

The fact that the same garment is, in addition, so meticulously
prepared may give some indication of the great value placed by
Hmong in their children.

baby carrier

One source stated that luck is sewn into a

by the baby's grandmother who, generally speaking, is

responsible for

construction (Flower Cloth Exhibit 1982).

its

Whether for luck or not, several interviewees verified that the
carriers are constructed by paternal grandmothers, especially for
the first-born child.

It should be noted that in Oregon, where

maternal grandmothers may live near their daughters, and the pater-

nal grandmother may be

absent, this role may be fulfilled

by the maternal grandmother.
Bernatzik (1970) stated that the carrier was identical in shape to
the apron.

Lyons(1977:12), based on research in Thailand, contend-

ed that the same garment functioned both as apron and baby carrier.
Whether this was ever the case in Laos is not clear.
obviously two distinct items at present in Oregon and,
to Campbell (1978:133), in Thailand as well.

They are
according

(See plate 20)

The carrier consists of two rectangles, one approximately 37
cm. square, the other roughly 16 by 26 cm.

They are sewn together

with the smaller rectangle (the neck rest) centered above the
er one (the body).
rest.

larg-

A tie band is attached to each side of the neck

The bands must be of sufficient length to strap over the

wearer's shoulders while the carrier is placed on her back, crisscross over the center back of the carrier (with a baby in it), and
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Plate 20. Hmong Njua baby carrier
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be brought around to the front, crossing underneath the baby's
It is tied at the front waist and can adequately hold

legs.

even a toddler.

(See plate 21)

The body of the carrier utilizes batiked cloth, surrounded
by numerous strips of plon.

The batik may be covered over in

places with applique, the layout of which varies from one carrier
to another.
or x's.

Linear strips will generally be used to form chevrons

The appliques are all of one color, traditionally red.

more recent years, brilliant
instances.

In

pink has replaced the red in some

The outer border of the entire carrier is of the same

color as the applique.

The overall shape of the carrier is re-

created somewhat by the layout of the design within the batiked
area, as outlined by the Qion.

A small square of fabric, usually

the same color as the other applique, is invariably appliqued just
above the top two corners of the batik.

Figure F.

( See figure F)

Baby Carrier
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Plate 21.Hmong Njua woman holdinggrandson in baby carrier

The neck rest is very similar in construction to the underside of the collar discussed previously, and therefore will not

be discussed at great length.

It should be noted, however,

that multiple colors of applique are used in the neck rest, just
as in the under-collar, but in contrast to the single color used
in the body of the carrier.
carrier as well.

Pompons may adorn this section of the

Special patterns or motifs may be included in the

neck rest for good fortune.

These vary from one carrier to the

next.

Carriers being marketed in the U.S. that originated in Thailand often exhibit cross-stitch in the neck rest rather than
applique.

It is not known whether this is merely a regional varia-

tion or an intermingling of formerly distinct styles.

Banded-

sleeve Hmong use cross-stitch embroidery in both the body and the
neck rest of the carrier. (See plate 22)
Use of the carrier is not limited to grown women.

Children

may hold their younger siblings by means of a baby carrier.

Men

may carry their children in a baby carrier as well.

FLOWER CLOTHS

There is a ceremonial feast that may be held for the sole
purpose of acknowledging receipt and giving thanks to the

grand-

mother (first generation) for having presented the carrier upon
the birth of the first born child (third generation)..

Over two years

may elapse following receiot of the carrier before the feast is held.
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Plate 22. Banded-sleeve Hmong baby carrier
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The amount of time to elapse depends on how long it takes the baby's
parents (second generation), who sponsor the feast, to accumulate
sufficient wealth to supply an adequate number of pigs to feed both
parents and the many cousins they may invite.
during this time for

It is also necessary

the mother to complete four flower cloths.

A flower cloth is an embroidered and appliqued cloth originally used almost exclusively for covering parts of the body in preparation for interment.

Since the 1950's flower cloths have been

increasingly marketed as art objects, generally used to decorate

homes in the form of wall hangings, pillow covers,and bed
spreads.

Whereas ilmong selling their artwork may label its end-

use as some type of home decor, it is rare that they would use it
as such themselves.

The ceremony, as held in Laos, involved formal presentation
of the flower cloths to the paternal grandparents and feasting on
the pigs that were ritually slaughtered.

Once the pig is cooked

it is divided among the guests ma specific manner; the tail section must be given to the grandparents, and the remainder is divided

among other attendants.

It is during this feast that a son (sec-

ond generation) will receive a third name from his parents, which

then becomes permanently atta-ched.

The name indicates that

he has honored them by a feast such as described above, and connotes increased respectability.
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WHITE HMONG
Either pants or a skirt is worn by White Hmong women, depending
primarily upon the occasion.

A skirt is presently reserved for use

at funerals, especially for the deceased,4

and on New Year's.

til the recent past it was also worn for weddings.
tant past the skirt was worn exclusively.
pants is

Un-

In the more dis-

The change from skirt to

said to have occurred for the sake of practicality -- to

facilitate working in the fields and at other routine tasks. Exactly
when the change occurred is difficult to determine, given the absence of a written language prior to 1950.

The strength of the oral

tradition should be recognized for its accuracy, even though it may
be lacking in chronological exactitude.

The section of Lo Jao-Tien's Ch'un-nan, Chih-fang Chi-lueh 1847,
concerning the I'Ian-Miao (Hmong)

as annotated and translated by

yuh-hwa (1941) , stated that White Hmong (Pai Miao) pr.eferred white
garments which in length barely reac1d. t.he knee. This tells us lit-

tle more than the color, although the assumption can be made that
these were skirts, based on other ethnographies and paintings in
existence.

Lo-Jao Tien's descriptions are vague on many points, and

ethnocentric, but are invariably cited as they are apparently the
best source from mid-nineteenth century China, and the broadest in
scope.

4.

The date of his writings

is crucial in that his documenta-

As white skirts were customarily worn in the past it is important
that the deceased follow suit so that she will be recognized by her
The same rationale may be followed by ilmong Njua women.
ancestors.
As }imong all evolved out of the same original group, a Hmong Njua
woman may wear a white skirt to her grave for the same recognition.
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tion coincides with the date of entry of Hmong into Laos, thus helping to provide a baseline.
Bourotte (1943:50)

made a generalized statement that pants

were being adopted more and more to replace the skirt, at the time
of his writing.

He indicated

however, that White Hmong were still

using the skirt, whereas Black Hmong preferred pants.

Hmong from

Indochina will rarely validate the existence of a separate division
of Black Hmong.

Labels applied externally are frequently based on

salient features of Hmong costume (especially the woman's).

As

White Hmong women wear pants that are black, it seems plausible that
Bourotte's distinction was made on this basis.

SKIRT

The white skirt worn by women is made of bleached, but otherwise unfinished hemp.

Two loom widths, approximately 37 cm. by six

meters in length, are seamed together lengthwise.
hemmed to form the lower border of the skirt.

One long edge is

Another method in

which the white skirt is formed is to attach a band of embroidery
along the length of a single loom width of white hemp, much as Hmong
Njua women attach a band to the batiked cloth.

The skirt

in either

case is folded into six mm. vertical pleats and attached to a waistband.

(See plate 23)

The pleating process is undoubtedly the same

as practiced by Hmong Njua women in the manufacture of their skirts.
The batiked skirt logitally, evolved out of the white skirt.

Reasoning from clothing traditions one would assume that White Hmong,
wearing white skirts, were the original group of Hmong.

When at war
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Plate 23. White Rmong skirt
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with the Han in China, according to legend, the reading and writing
of Hmong was outlawed.

The Han enforced their decree by destroying
Some of the wo-

any books or traces of the written form of Hmong.

men preserved the alphabet by batiking the letters into their skirts
to create its design, hence the indigo dyed skirts.

There is no

mention in the literature as to where, when, or how the batik process
first developed among Hmong.

PANTS

The pants worn by White Hmong women are part of everyday dress
in: Laos.

They have recently started to be used for weddings as well.

They may also be used for other ceremonies in the United States,
where the white skirts are falling into disuse.
and are often of satin.

The pants are black,

They are constructed of two rectangles of

unequal length, each of which is folded in half lengthwise and seamed to form a tube.

The tube is not stitched its entire length but

remains open for a specified length where a gusset is inserted and
the rectangles are joined one to the other.

(See figure G)

A tn-

angular-shaped piece is presumably cut off
the longer rectangle to be utilized as a
gusset which forms the crotch of the pants.

4

trianle removad
triangle inserted
.tubes joined

Figure

C.

White Hmong Pants

The waist is fitted, somewhat, by permanent
gathers.

A drawstring run through a waist-S

line casing is used to further adjust the
width, once the pants are put on.

The pants

extend all the way to the ankles.

Temporary
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adjustments in length are done by rolling the waistband over on it(See plate 24)

self.

BLOUSE

White Hmong women wear a western style blouse just as do Hmong
Njua women.

White blouses are most prevalent but other colors or

prints may be used.

Bernatzik stated that White Hmong women "some-

times wear blouses made of white undyed material, which is probably
why they are called White Meau."

(1970:434).

describe the blouse in further detail.

He did not

Geddes (1976:39) was of the

belief that it was the white skirts which gave them their name (among
the Thai).

JACKET

The jacket is cut the same as that worn by Hmong Njua women,
described on page 45.

Primary differences betweenthe two are the

edging along the front opening and the collar.
The jacket is lined in royal blue, just as that of Hniong Njua
women.

The lining is exposed along the front opening and by rolling

up cuffs on the sleeves.

There are none of the colorful strips of

plon as were seen on the jackets of Hmong Njua women.

As the front

edges are rolled back over five cm. to reveal the blue lining, it is
common for the edges to merely meet at center front rather than overlap.

The collar is approximately 14 cm. square.

The outer collar

consists of a solid piece of black fabric in the upper half

and is
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Plate 24.

White Rmong pants
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intricately decorated with applique and
embroidery in the lower half.
25 and 26)

(See plates

The black fabric is not always

identical to that used in the body of the
jacket, as the collar is constructed Independently from the jacket.

Collars may be

sold individually for those who lack either
In

time or skill to construct their own.

FigurH. White
Hmong collar detail

one instance a Hmong Njua woman bought a

White Hmong collar for twenty dollars.

This was necessary'cLn

part, because her husband was White ilmong and tradition mandated

that she adopt the costume of her husband's community.

(It is of

interest to note that none of the husband's family resides with them
in the United States, and that he did not at that time own a

radi-

tional costume himself.)

There is great variety manifested in the designs which comprise
the lower half of the outer collar.
or reverse applique.

Appliques may be superimposed,

Reverse applique patternsare generally accom-

panied by satin stitch embroidery forming small triangles of three
stitches each.

Two different colors of triangles are commonly used.

Superimposed applique is usually created with thin strips of fabric
(often, but not limited to, pink or red in color).

These are shaped

into maze-like patterns with numerous right angies.(See figure H)
Once the maze has been stitched onto the ground fabric, a very fine

chain-stitch embroidery is worked down the center of most, if not all
of the strips.

The ground fabric for the applique is usually blue or
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Plate 25.

White I-Tinong collar

U

Plate 26.

White Hmong collar
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green, and provides the foundation for all applique and embroidery
before being mounted on the black fabric that forms the basic collar.
Small squares of white fabric are appliqued between the strips of the
These are embroidered along each edge with a few buttonhole

maze.

stitches in alternating colors of thread.

On many of

the collars a series of minute triangles of two different colors are
appliqued around the outside edges of the design.

A few layers of

plon surround the entire lower half of the collar and extend up two
outside edges of the upper collar.

Green, yellow, and white are

traditionally favored colors of White Hmong.

The outer-most border

of the entire collar is a slightly wider strip that is most often a
shiny pink nylon fabric.

The under-collar lacks the embellishment found on the jackets
of Hmong Njua women.

It consists of a solid piece of fabric, usually

the same as is used in the body of the jacket.

GIRDLE

Waist bindings are wrapped securely about the waist of White
Hmong women, covering the lower ends of the jacket.

Like with Hmong

Njua women, a soft, dark-colored fabric, similar to georgette, is
preferred by White Hmong.

In one instance the first binding was

done with a baby's receiving blanket rolled into a narrow strip and
wrapped once about the waist.

It was then covered by a second bind-

ing of four to five meters of georgette-like fabric.

Another layer

of similar length was used which, although entirely concealed in this
instance, was the decorative sash of another woman that had been bor-
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rowed for use as- a binding.

APRON

Two aprons are worn in conjunction with pants as part of everyday costume, one in front, and one in back.
only the front apron is used

.

When the skirt is worn

There is little difference in the form

of the apron used by White Hmong women who are froth central Laos (pri-

marily Xieng Khouang province) and that previously described for
Hmong Njua women.

Fabric, color, and shape are essentially the same.

Black satin predominates.

Tie bands on the apron used in Xieng Kho-

uang may be a simple extension of the apron itself, or attached ribbons may secure the apron in place, in which case they are concealed
by decorative sashes.

Otherwise they may be of the same variety as

described below.

Women from Sayaboury and Luang Prabang provinces wear a different version of the two aprons.

The center of the apron consists of

a solid strip of black fabric which may,on some aprons., be. filledin
with embroidery.

(See plate 27)

weave, as opposed to satin.

It is generally of plain or twill

The black fabric is approximately 37 cm.

wide with only the central third exposed.

A wide strip (approximate-

ly 12 cm.) of blue fabric is used to create a border on three edges.

_______

-

(See figure I)

The blue border generally

matches the fabric used to line the jacket.
The apron bands, approximately eight cm.

wide, are lavishly decorated in reverse
applique, made of individually constructed
Figure I.

Apron

squares sewn together.

(See plate 28)
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Plate 27.

White Finiong brother and sister
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ii

II

Plate 28.

White Hinong apron band
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The cut-away pattern varies, although the snail motif is commonly
used.

The layout of the squares is generally such that a square with

red background alternates with one with a green background, with
white always used as the upper (cut-away) fabric.

Three or four

narrow strips of brightly colored fabric run crosswise on the banding
where it joins the apron proper.

The width of these strips has in-

creased, apparently just since arrival in the U.S.

It seems to be part

of a trend to expedite production, brouht about by those interested in

marketing Hmong textile art or those encouraging them torke.t
their own products.

Although apron bands are only occasionally sold,

the philosophy has carried over into construction of personal items.
The entire applique section of the apron band extends from where it
is attached to the apron around the back of the waist to the opposite
side of the body.

It is frequently nearly concealed by a long

strip of shiny pink nylon which may or may not be directly attached
to it.

Bernatzik (1970: 434) stated "each apron band consists of a

part with colorful patches of cloth sewed on and a broad sash of red
cretonne".

The patches can be presumed to be applique, judging from

his illustrations, whereas the red cretonne has been superseded by the

plainwoven pink nylon.

The wide pink sash wraps fully around the

waist and is tied in back.

The ends of the sash have a narrow cross-

wise strip of multi-color embroidery, bordered on either side by a
few strips of ribbon or fabric.
be blue in color.

The outermost strip seems to always

Below the last strip hangs 20-30 cm. of pink yarn

fringe, very densely placed.

(See plate 29).

In one very elaborate

costume the pink sash was crepe, although of the same brilliant pink
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Plate 29.

Backview White Hmong costume (female)
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coloration.

Another sash had two rows of coins attached just above

the yarn fringe, covering the section that is customarily embroidered.
SASH

The women from central Laos (in the vicinity of Xieng Ichouang)
wear two brightly colored nylon sashes.
of green, the other a brilliant pink.

One is a bright, medium shade

When inquiring as to the pre-

ferred type of fabric, which exhibits much sparkle and sheen, the pre.dominant

response was that it comes from France, or from "the French".

Although it may be available in the United States from time to time,
or at specific locations, it most frequently comes-to the United' States
via ThaiThnd or directly from relatives in France.
The green sash is wrapped once about the waist, then tied in a

knot in front, with each end hanging down midway between waist and.
ankle.

The pink sash is worn in an identical manner except that the

ends hang down from a knot in back (See plate 30, also plate 8, right)

A red sash is worn by women of Luang Prabang or Sayaboury, in
addition to the decorative bands stemming from the apron.

It is worn

under the front apron, and apparently over the back apron.

(The red

sash is worn with the white skirt as well, in which case no back apron
is worn).

A narrow strip of cloth woven in a black and white plaid design
is one of the last layers to be tied around the waist.

It crosses

horizontally through the center of the pink sash with the ends secured
in back by means of a knot.
ried women.

Its use appears to be confined to unmar-

The author has been unable to determine the source of

the cloth, other than that it is obtained from Thailand, or formerly
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Plate 30.

Young White Hmong woman in Xieng Khouang style
costume
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from markets in Laos.
Southeast Asia.

It presumably has its source somewhere within

(See plate 31)

$

COIN BELT

A five cm. wide strip of fabric, with a pattern
usually created
in reverse applique, forms the foundation of the coin belt,
which is
worn by those of sufficient means.

Some coin belts are nearly iden-

tical to those described for Hmong Njua women, with the
exception
that White Hmong women are more inclined to employ the
technique of
reverse applique.

One belt, which the author saw twice, worn by two

different womer :is worth mention..

(See plate 32)

Only one row of

coins extends from the belt, thus the meticulously
worked applique
is not obscured as is the design on those with
two rows of coins.

The coins hang from beaded threads and
are of the old French Indo-

Chinese variety, dating from between 1925 and 1937.

The belt very

likely is one that has been in existence for
some time, judging from
the coins, the coloratjon,and the tassles
or pompons.

Pompons cur-

rently being made are very round and full, whereas
those forming the
upper fringe of this belt are very similar to those pictured in
Bernatzjk (l947:Plate II).

COIN BAG

Silver pockets (hnab nyia) may be worn on each side of the waist,

as well as in the center back.
center front.

They are occasionally worn also in

The more coins worn by the women, the greater the

wealth of her family.

The "pockets" carry their contents attached

to the outside, I.e. they do not always have
openings in them but
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Plate 31.

Waist sash commonly worn by young White Hmong women

Plate 32.

White Hmong belt
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may be individual squares of reverse applique from which dangle several rows of coins on beaded threads.

Some pockets have a flap, which

may attest to the presence of an inner pocket, whereas others merely
suggest a flap by the manner in which the coins are attached. (See
plate 33)

Those with a legitimate flap can be hung from the belt by

hanging the flap in front and the pocket behind.

(See plate 32)

Pockets without flaps can be hung by means of a cord which encircles
the waist or is tucked into a sash or belt, a method reserved for
center front, or center back pockets.

Side pockets are suspended by

means of a strap which crosses diagonally over the chest (i.e. a
pocket worn at the right hip hangs from a strap worn over the left
shoulder).

Straps are often embellished with fine applique work or

may merely consist of purchased, patterned ribbons.

Coins may be

suspended from the straps as well as the belt and pockets.

In some

instances additional appliqued or embroidered rectangles with a fringe
of coins will be attached to the end of a strip of plain cloth and
lapped over a section of a belt or other band encircling the waist.

NECKLACE

The necklace described on page 59 is almost universally worn by
ilmong women of Laos.

Some women, predominantl? those from the west-

ern most regions of Laos, may wear an alternative style of necklace.
One informant stated that the style described below is probably a re-

sult of influence from Burma, where similar necklaces are worn.
is also very similar to necklaces worn by Hmong in Thailand

It

(who

may have arrived there via Burma (Geddësl97629).ar those worn. by
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Plate 33.

White Hinong pocket
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Whatever its source the similarities to the necklaces mention-

Mien.

ed above are greater than any similarity to the Laotian Hmong neck(See plate 34)

lace.

An individual neckring consists of a tube of silver shaped into
a semi-circle, with an opening just wide enough for-the neck-.

It is thicker at the centerthan at the ends.

rhe

ends flatten out into a triangle which loops back on the ring.
Through the loop is attached a chain.

From the chain on one side

is suspended a medallion, from the other an elongated trapezoidal
shaped piece of silver.
length.

The chains are approximately 20 cm. in

The neckrings are generally worn in a series of two (or

more) with graduated sizing, the largest always on the bottom.

Suc-

cessive neckrings may have chains only, with nothing suspended from
them.

BRACELETS

Silver wristbands, approximately three cm. wide across-the front,
with a chain fastening behind the wrist have been observed by the
author on occasion.

The surface may be divided into geometric shapes

and enameled in a variety of colors.

EARRINGS

Earrings are worn by females of all ages and are rarely removed.

The style which has widespread popularity consists of a conical-shaped
piece of silver pointing outwards from the earlobe.

From the base

of the cone hangs a series of short fine chains which end in a flat,
pointed silver piece.

The earring is inserted through a small open-
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Plate 34. Silver tube necklace
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ing which has been pierced in the ear shortly after birth.

Behind

the earlobe is a curved piece resembling a question mark turned sideways, which secures the earring in place.

The same type of earring

is frequently worn by Hmong Njua women, as well.

(See plate 13).

TURBAN

Many White Hmong women from the Xieng Khouang area wear a turban identical in style to that described in the section on Hmong Njua
headgear

on page 61.

The women from Sayaboury and Luang Prabang

wear an entirely different style of head covering.

(See plate 35).

The headpiece has the appearance of a hat, i.e. it looks as though
it has been sewn into a specific shape which is maintained from one
wearing to the next.

Upon closer scrutiny, however, it becomes evi-

dent that it is, in fact, a turban that has been shaped by carefully
wrapping the black cloth about the head.
ping is unknown to the author.

The exact method of wrap-

The end result is such that numerous

pompons of a variety of colors of yarn hang

to both sides, and the

back of the cloth at the crown of the head.

Straight lines of but-

tonhole-stitch embroidery, in alternating colors, extend off two sides
of a rectangle which is stitched solidly in satin-stitch embroidery.
Four colors of nylon floss are generally used to stitch sections of
the rectangle, with an alternation of colors for each small triangular
shaped area.

This area of the cloth is situated so that it always

sits at the right front of the crown of the head.
the cloth are not known by the author.

The dimensions of

Judging from the appearance

of the turban, one end of plain black cloth encircles the head below
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Plate 35. White Hmong hat, female
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the crown, either before or after the decorated section has been
placed over the crown of the head.

To secure further the turban, a

strip of black and white plaid cloth (like that used around the
waist) is wound around the lower edge of the turban, just above the
hairline.

It is quite possible that an additional cloth may be worn

under the visible outer turban, as is done with other styles of turbans also worn by Hmong women.

LEGGINGS

If the skirt is worn it will be accompanied by leg wrappings.
Although white leggings were formerly used for ceremonial wear,
dark colored leggings have almost totally replaced them.

Leggings

may be a continuous strip of uniform width, rather than the shaped
version described on page 65.

SHOES

Barefeet were commonplace in Laos.

Simple rubber thongs were

readily adopted when available, though were not essential.

In the

United States canvas shoes are used occasionally, but high heeled,
open toe shoes are even more commonplace.
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BANDED SLEEVE HMONG

The primary difference in costume between Banded Sleeve and
White }imong is in the jacket.

ly the same.

(See plate 36)

The cut is essential-

The body of the jacket is commonly a glossy black.

The sleeves, however, have bands of blue fabric alternating hori-

zontally with the black, from above the elbow down to the wrist.
They are not cuffed.

The strips are approximately six cm. in width.

The front opening of the jacket lacks the solid blue strip which
extends down the front edges of the White Hmong jacket.

A multi-

color band extends from the collar midway down the front of the
jacket.

The common pattern of coloration for the band, or that

which has been utilized on all the Banded Sleeve Hmong jackets observed by the author, is red, blue, red, white.

Red is on the out-

er most edge, white next to the body of the jacket.

The lining of

the jacket may vary; floral prints are not uncommon in recently
constructed jackets.
The collar is the same basic formation as used by White ilmong.

The decorated portion of the outer collar is often executed in crossstitch as opposed to the reverse applique so prevalent among White
Hmong.

(See plate 37).

Plates 38 and 39 illustrate variations of

the jacket and the apron.

Pants and girdles are apparently no different from those worn
by White Hmong.

The white skirt may be utilized on occasion, ac-

cording to one interviewee.

Two aprons are worn over the pants and

girdle, one in front, the other in back.

The color pattern in the

apron is the reverse of that used by White Hmong, i.e. the outer
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Plate 36.

Banded sleeve Hmong woman
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Plate 37.

Banded sleeve Hmong collar
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Plate 38.

Banded sleeve Hmong girls
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Plate 39

Backvia Banded sleeve Hmong costume
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borders are black, the central panel blue, barring variations.
Two brightly colored nylon sashes are used by Banded Sleeve
Whereas one is usually bright pink, there is considerable

Hmong.

variation in the color of the second sash.

Green, yellow, and pur-

ple are some of the colors known to be utilized.
tucked up under the sash and hang down

The sash ends are

either in front or in back.

The turban that the author viewed being worn by two young
Banded Sleeve Umong girls is distinct from those described previously.

It is not necessarily the only type of headgear used, nor

is its usage restricted to only Banded Sleeve Hmong.

A geometric

pattern in a variety of colors is the focal point of the turban.
The motif is embroidered in a running stitch and closely resembles
patterns created by lowland Lao.
wrapped is unclear.

The method by which the turban is

There are similarities between the turbans in

plates 38 and 39 and that pictured in plate 40 and 41.

The process

of wrapping the turban shown in plate 40 and pictured flat in plate
41 was observed by the author.

One end is left to hang in back

while the other is wrapped around the head.

A fold, similar to a

mitered corner, is tucked into the fabric as it crosses the forehead at center front.

This aids in achieving the proper conforma-

tion. An additional strip of cloth (which can be seen in plate 30)
that is lacking in plates 38 and 39 was used to secure the turban
in place.

The same type of cloth may also be wrapped so as to fully

encircle the head, without the end hanging down.

The result is a

very full turban which is both higher and wider than those in the
plates mentioned.

Multiple rows of pompons may adorn some of these
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Plate 40. Backview Hmong turban
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Plate 41. Cloth used in turban of some Hmong women
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turbans as well.

The baby carrier is identical in shape to that described for
Hmong Njua.

Batik, which is practiced only by ilmong Njua, is, of

course, not present.

The section of the carrier corresponding to

the batiked portion of the fimong Njua carrier is worked in a very
fine cross-stitch.

(See plates 20 and 22)

stitched in an identical pattern.

The neck rest is cross-

The ties on the carrier are work-

ed in reverse applique, and are not greatly different from the apron

bands described on page 82.
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Male Costume

HNONG NJUA.

JACKET

Satin, sateen, taffeta,or gabardine are some of the fabrics
used in the men's jackets.
at the market place.

In Laos, desired fabrics were obtained

Prior to the ready availability of market

cloth, hand-spun hemp, dyed blue-black with indigo, and woven by
female clan members was used for the jackets.

At the time hemp was

still the primary cloth being used, sewing supplies were obtained
from Chinese traders (Bernatzik 1947:319).

In the U.S. cloth is

purchased at local stores, such as K-Mart, and Penney's.
Front-opening jackets may be worn, but are a relatively recent development.

One such jacket was viewed by the author.

had been made in the U.S. of black satin and a blue lining.

It

It had

long sleeves, which could be cuffed to reveal the lining, and closed
by means of buttons and buttonholes.

The stand-up collar had been

stitched in a geometric patterning with blue thread, providing contrast to the black exterior.

In length it reached nearly to the

hips.

The more traditional style of jacket is that with a side closing.

The right side always laps over the left, an indication that

the wearer is, in fact, a man.

It was originally fastened with

just one button, but now may use more.

Silver bell-shaped buttons,

used formerly, although often just for decoration, are increasingly
being replaced with coimnercially produced buttons.

In Laos,
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until about 30 years ago, the outer lap of the jacket was embroidered along the edge.

This practice has continued in Thailand where,

on ceremonial occasions, men can be seen with gaily embellished
jacket fronts (Campbell 1979:85).

The jacket is collarless and may

be worn either with sleeves fully extended or with them rolled up
into cuffs.

The midriff may be exposed, as the hemline often slants

upward at center front.

Hand-embroidered appliques may be found on

the jackets of some men, replacing the elaborate embroidery that
formerly covered the front edge.

The gentleman pictured in plate 15

is wearing an eight-pointed star, as well as another applique nearly concealed under his necklace.

He was told by his elders that

the star would identify him as a spiritual leader.

The square ap-

plique on the back of his jacket identifies him as Hmong.
plate 42)

(See

Appliques are a relatively dispensible part of male cos-

tume, i.e. they do not appear on the jackets of the majority of men.
There are two appliques consisting of motifs which are highly symbolic.

An applique of two strips of plain cloth that criss-cross

may indicate a person who is an assistant to a shaman (Geddes 1965).

The same emblem is worn in parts of Thailand toinsure a long life
(Campbell 1979:57).-

Another function of the same emblem is to aid

the shaman in his visions.

An additional motif used both to ident-

ify the shaman and to protect him from illness, is that of two crosses
which.iriters-ectwitheaeh other. (See figure .3)

extend off each end.

Threads of lines

It is not entirely clear, having seen merely

a drawing of the motif, whether it is in fact an applique or whether it is constructed by some other means.
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Plate 42.

Backvi

Hmong Njua costume, male
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UNDERSHIRT

Little information is available on
undershirts except that they are, in fact,
Color may vary depending on per-

worn.

sonal preference.

The color selected

should provide some contrast with the
Figure J. Protective motif
jacket.

There may be some variation

in length.

One informant stated that if a long undershirt is worn,

it will be used in conjunction with a short jacket, to reveal that
one is indeed wearing an undershirt.

Photographs examined by the

author indicate that the undershirts used, in the U.S. at least,
are western style knit t-shirts.

Whether or not undershirtS were

used in Laos prior to their introduction by American soldiers is not
known.

T-shirts may well have been an item of some status, judging

from the importance placed on having the undershirt exposed.
There are two opinions professed by Hmong in regard to the
use of undershirts.

One is that protection is afforded by covering

what otherwise may be an exposed midriff. The other belief is that
the skin should be exposed so that the god Shi-ye5
etically) will recognize the wearer.

5.

(spelled phon-

According to documentation

Shi-ye is the same god (son of a more powerful god) who manAccording to
dates that clothes should, in fact, be worn.
Shi-ye clothes are to be worn to protect from insect bites
and to guard one's health in general. Those who don't wear
clothes would live in the jungle. A trend away from animistic
belief could be construed as the cause for increased use of
undershirts, there no longer being the need for recognition
by Shi-ye. Those who maintain animisticS beliefs, however,
A change in the physical environalso utilize undershirts.
ment has caused doubt in the efficacy of the spirits with concomitant changes in rituals and traditions. (Scott 1982:67).

ill

accompanying the Flower Cloth Exhibit (1982) midriffs are left bare
to expose the strong backs and stomachs of young men.

PANTS

The term Njua has as one of its meanings or references, the
style of pants worn by Hmong Njua men.

It is interpreted as "twist-

ed pants", and is generally used in jest or slight derogation
when this meaning is implied.

The pants are constructed of two

rectangles of black cloth similar to that used in the jacket.

The

rectangles are joined in a process not unlike that used in construct-

ing pants worn by White Hmong women (see page76) except that the
insertion at the inseam is of greater dimensions for the men's pants
and the openings for the feet are narrower.

The result is that the

inserted piece extends nearly to the ankles (see figure K)

The fact

that they hang on the bias results in
the somewhat twisted appearance.

Pants are held in place by
means of a belt.

For everyday, ordi-

nary wear the belt need not consist of
more than a simple, functional binding.
Figure K.

Hmong Njua Pants

For ceremonial wear a more elaborate
sash is employed.

SASH

Hmong Njua men have increasingly adopted the shiny, brilliant
pink, nylon sash that is also used by the women.

It is wrapped
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about the waist with the ends hanging only a short distance in
At the time of Bernatzik1s writing (1947:322) red sashes

front.

were still the norm.

When red sashes were used they frequently

incorporated embroidery along each end which
hanging down from the waist.

would be visible

Some of the embroidered motifs used

to decorate the sash are of considerable antiquity, having been
carried by the ilmong on their early migrations from China.

There

are discrepancies as to whether the patterns originated among Ilmong

or Mien artisans, as there is considerable overlap between the patterns used by each.

Lyons (1977:11) stated that Mien (Yao), an

ethnic group that has for centuries lived in proximity to Hmong,
borrowed many Hmong patterns, the "ancient ones" being the most
popular.

Young (1962:40) stated that borrowing of Mien patterns

is practiced more by Emong than the reverse.

The motifs themselves

are well documented in Butler's (1970) work on Yao designs and will
not be dealt with herein.

COIN BELTS

Coin belts are being worn in the United States in conjunction
with pink nylon sashes.

There is no evidence in the literature

whether they had, or had not, been worn previously.

The belts are

virtually the same as those worn by the women and they are worn in
the same manner.

One informant indicated that young men may wear

them draped over their shoulders and crossing over the opposite hip.
No instance of this has been witnessed by the author.
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NECKLACES

A silver necklace, which differs only in minor details from
that worn by women, may be worn as an accessory to the men's costume.

The necklace, described on page 59, and pictured in plate 17,

was adopted by women first, and has only recently begun to be used
by a few men.

A solid silver neck-ring, worn solo rather than in

a series, with interconnected chain spanning the opening, was frequently worn in Laos.

It is very similar in appearance to the one

pictured in plate 34.

Geddes (1976:15) made several comments on the

use of silver in Hmong society.

For one, silver neckrings, donned

at a very early age, were believed to keep the wearer human.

It

was part of the Hmong belief system that men may become tigers, especially a first or last born.

Those tigers with five distinct

claws were believed to be, or have been human.

Silver neckrings

help protect from this fate, even though tigers themselves are revered.

In Laos, the major portion of one'swealth was converted

to silver, frequently taking the form of personal adornment.

Geddes

identified silver (jewelry) as a "social magnet" which drew people
together.

His evidence comes from Thailand, but the settlement

patterns to which he refers are comparable to those in Laos.

Resi-

dence centers around a village. Economic subsistence depends on
agriculture.

When yields begin to decline, less wealth is accumu-

lated, therefore less silver can be purchased.

Once this becomes

apparent through reduced splendor at festivals, the village is soon
abandoned in favor of a more prosperous locale.
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HEADGEAR

A bare head is not at all uncommon.

When a covering is used

it. frequently takes the form of a calotte, or skullcap.

A shiny

black satin weave fabric is currently used to construct the closefitting cap.

Six triangular shaped pieces are joined together, with

one point towards the center, the other two forming the outer edge.
(See figure L)

A solid strip of fab-

ric forms a band along the outer edge.

The cap is topped off by a pompon on

the crom where the points of the triangles converge.
Figure L. Hthong Njua hat

The pompon is fre-

quently pink.

Men formerly used a turban, and may still do so on festive
occasions.

Men's turbans would be wrapped differently from those

worn by women although they may employ similar cloth.

According

to Bernatzik (1947:322), at the time of his fieldwork, the ends of
the turban cloth were embroidered both for men and women.

It was

also the custom at that time for men to shave their heads except
for a small spot at the back of the head where the hair was grown
long and worn in a ponytail.

Men's hair is currently kept relative-

ly, but not extremely, short in keeping with mainstream American
hairlength for men.

Facial hair is not apparent.

Whether it is

shaved off or merely does not grow readily is not certain.

One

older gentleman was seen wearing a rather long but thin goatee.
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FOOTWEAR

Laced leather or canvas shoes are usually worn, with socks,
by Hmong in the U.S. when they have occasion to wear their traditional costume.

These were used to some extent in Laos, although

rubber sandals,, canvas shoes of Chinese origin, or barefeet were
widespread.
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WHITE HMONG

JACKET

Although the fabric of choice has evolved from indigo-dyed
hemp to commercial cloth that is a shiny black, the form of the
jacket has remained relatively constant for the last fifty years
or more.

The jacket has a front opening and is fastened either in

the Chinese style by means of cloth loops hooked over knots or balls
formed of cloth, or by buttons and buttonholes.
44)

(See plates 43 and

It has a modified stand collar which angles slightly at center

front and does not overlap.

The long sleeves are cuffed to reveal

the shiny blue lining, just as in the women's jackets.

In one in-

stance, the collar of a white sports shirt was evident beneath the
jacket.

( See plate 45)

The simultaneous use of western shirt,

other than the undershirt as described on page 118, is not widespread.

All jackets observed by the author were of uniform length,

i.e. the hem paralleled the lower edge of the sash, without exposing
the midriff.

Young (1962:41) stated that jackets worn by White

Hmong men leave the midriff exposed.

His statement is partially

supported by an informant who maintained that either White Hmong,
Banded Sleeve Hmong, or Hmong Njua could wear either long or short
jackets.

PANT S

The pants may or may not be of fabric identical to that of
the jacket.

The same preferences hold, i.e. a relatively shiny
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Plate 43.

White 1-Imong male (on left), White Hmong female (on right)
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Plate 44. White Hmong male
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Plate 45.

Banded sleeve Hmong male
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The construction of the pants is the same as

black colored cloth.

for those described previously.

The crotch is not as deep as for

ilmong Njua men, but more closely resembles the women's pants des-

In length, the pants extend to the ankles, or

cribed on page 75.
slightly below.

A sash of red cloth, with embroidered patterns on each end,
is tied about the man's waist with the ends hanging freely in front.
(See plate 43)

The cloth, which is purchased, is an even variation

of basket weave similar to aida cloth, to facilitate the type of
counted cross-stitch with which it is embroidered.

The sash is

virtually the same as the red sash worn by the women of Luang Prabang and Sayaboury.

JEWELRY

Necklaces as described on page 91 may also be worn by White
1-Imong men.

There are several words in the White Hmong vocabulary
Some are merely qualifiers

to identify specific types of necklaces.
for the basic word meaning neckring.
ring (Xauv siav)

One translates to mean life

(Heimbach 1969;405),

which in essence locks

life into the body and was worn from a very early age.

The practice

of always wearing such a neckring has changed drastically, even
prior to arrival in the United States.

The use of a necklace formed

by twisting together strands of steel, silver, and.coppercanriotbe
confirmed for Hmong who inhabited Laos.

ever,as widespread.

.It

usage in Thailand, how-
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HEADGEAR

The hat has become a dispensible component of White Hmong

Grossin (1943:44) stated that men chose amonga turban,

costume.

a calotte, or a small felt hat available in indigenous shops within
Laos.

A contemporary style of cap, used in Laos and still worn by

some men for festive occasions in the United States, is described
below.

(See plate 46)

The cap is form fitting, similar in basic

shape to the skull cap but extending down the forehead nearly to
the eyebrows.

It is elaborately embellished with colorful cross-

stitch embroidery and a series of pompons, twice the size of those
used on women's headgear.

A straight band of embroidery encircling

the head just above the forehead, topped by additional embroidery
in a serrated layout, constitutes the major portion of cross-stitching worked on the cap.

The crown is covered by a circle of pompons

in red and yellow and green.

On the very top of the cap, inside

the circle of pompons, sits one larger multi-colored pompon, incorporating the colors used in each of the smaller pompons.

FOOTWEAR
Western shoes, either leather or canvas, were worn with socks
by all traditionally dressed men interviewed by the author.
sandals were worn in Laos, according to Grossin (1943:44)

Chinese
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Plate 46.

White Hmong male hat
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BANDED SLEEVE KMONG

There are few differences in the costume of men who are Banded Sleeve Hmong and those who are White Hmong.
plate 45 is Banded Sleeve Hmong.

The man pictured in

Headgear is similar to that des-

cribed for Hmong Njua; it frequently takes the form of a calotte.
Banded Sleeve Hmong, however, use

triangles of alternating colors,

usually blue and black, in formation of the hat.
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Baby Hats

Traditional baby hats are used infrequently by Hmong living
in Oregon.

Only on a very few occasions were small children present

at interviews conducted by the author in Portland.
was wearing a hat.

None of them

The author made several requests to see baby

hats, but rarely saw them worn.

Examples of baby hats, from which

information in this section is drawn, were viewed at Homer museum

in Corvallis, Oregon and at the home of Leslie Zega, a Portland,
Oregon resident who imports textiles from Thailand.

The hat that

is worn by young Hmong Njua girls was viewed on two occasions being
worn by girls ages seven and twelve.

Judging from illustrations6

in Campbell (1978), coupled with explanations from Hmong informants,
the hats worn by these pre-adolescent girls are the same as those
worn by infants.

The author has been unable to obtain specific in-

formation regarding the hat worn by White Hmong male children.

Whether it differs vastly from the adult male hat, previously described, is uncertain.

A number of young children of the Hxnong population in Salem

were seen in their homes and at other locations by the author.
children were never wearing traditional Style

hts,

casion western style bonnets were worn by infants.

The

Although on acAll Hmong inter-

viewed by the author who were residents of Salem were, at least
nominally)Christian.

6.

This may, in part, influence their decision

Captions accompanying the same style of hat mistakenly imply
that it is a boy's hat. Although the wearer may have been a
boy, it is, in fact a "girl's" hat.
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not to use hats.

Hats were used, in conjunction with cettáinIiim-

istic beliefs, to keep the child's spirit from wandering (Flower
Cloth Exhibit 1982).

It was related to the author,

by a woman in

Portland who works closely with a number of Hniong artisans there,

that she had in instances witnessed children, in time of illness,
with their heads bundled in accordance with these beliefs.
type of head covering served the purpose.

Any

The hats described below

are primarily reserved for ceremonial usage.

Female

UMONG NJUA

The girl's hat somewhat resembles a cock's comb in shape.

A

step-ladder formation is created by
a series of plon in both front and
back of the hat.

Two pieces, identi-

cally decorated with applique, are
Figure L.

joined on three sides leaving an open-

Hmong Njua hat

ing for the head.

A stiff ridge is

formed extending forward on the front
It is embellished with strips of fabric, in a variety

step-ladder.

of colors, which overlap one another.

Ribbons have increasingly

been substituted for fabric strips for this purpose.
Ornamentation
or shells.
hat.

Additional

to the hat may include pompons (See plate 47), coins,

(See plate 48)

Earflaps may or may not be added to the
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WHITE HMONG
Usage of the hat described below appears to be limited to infants and toddlers. This is in

contrast to continued usage of the

Hmong Njua hat described above, which may be worn until adolescence.
The author's personal observation has been that the White Hinong baby
hat would not be worn by girls by the age of nine or ten.

No first-

hand information was obtained for those younger than nine or ten.
The base fabric of the hat is black market cloth.

A rectangu-

lar piece of cloth, of at least double thickness, is apparently
seamed together along the short ends. (See figure N)
C..-

A and B are

joined to form a cylindrical piece.
One long end (C) is gathered until it
is completely closed, thus forming

Figure N.

Construction
the shape of the finished hat.

Por-

technique, White Hmong hat
tions of the embellishment, described

below, are presumably carried out before the final shaping of the
hat takes place.

A stiffened, padded beak is attached to center front. (See
fabplate 49 and 50). The outer rim is trimmed in narrow strips of

ric in a variety of colors.

When available, purchased ribbons may

be used in place of the strips of fabric.

Immediately to either

side of the beak are placed squares of reverse appliques in any
one of 'a variety of designs.

An additional reverse applique square

is sewn to the top center of the hat.

It, in turn, is encircled by

a yarn fringe, most commonly red in color.

Coins may be suspended

from beaded strings just below the fringe.

Triangular shaped ear-

12 g

Plate 49 .

Plate 50.

White Hmong girl's hat

White Hmong girl's hat
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flaps are added to the bottom of the basic hat.

These are worked

in reverse applique as well, to which a backing is attached.

A

loop is sewn to one flap, a narrow length of fabric to the other, to
provide a fastening when strapped under the chin.
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HMONG NJUA

The basic shape of the boy's hat is achieved by seaming the
short ends of a length of fabric to form an open circle, then attaching a roughly circular piece of fabric to one open end.

The hat

is decorated by means of multicolored plon interspersed with other
linear appliques.
pompon.
pons.

(See plates 51 and 52)

It is topped by a single

The upper rim is surrounded by a continuous circle of pom-

Boys adopt the skull cap, as described on page 114, at a rel-

atively early age.

WHITE HMONG

Judging from a detailed photo (in Garrett 1974:102) accompanied by a caption identifying the youth pictured as a boy, the
boy's hat appears to be of the same basic structure as that worn
by White Hmong girls.

It must be kept in mind, however, that boys

may on occasion wear girls hats.

Differences between the hat pic-

tured and the girl's hat, described above, are that the boy's hat

lacks the applique on top and the yarn fringe surrounding it.
ther does it have earfiaps.

Nei-

The one pictured is fastened by means

of a chain attached to the outside of the appliqued squares and extending underneath the chin to secure it in place.

BANDED SLEEVE HMONG

No information became available to the author regarding baby
hats of Banded Sleeve Hmong.
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Plate 51.

Hmong

Plate 52.

Hmong

Njua boy's hat, White

Njua boy's hat

Hmong girl's

hat
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Use

No one in the sample wears traditional costume at home with any
regularity.

One 16 year old female, who had been in the United States

less than one year, stated that sh& occasionally put on her costume
around the house.

There were only three respondents in the entire

sample over the age of 50.

Had there been more the chances of finding

the costume used at home might have been greater.

One translator!

informant said that he knew an older man who always wore his costume
at home because he found it comfortable.

What is worn at home with great frequency by women of all ages is
a Lao wrapper.

It is a tubular wrap skirt, either brought from Laos

(via Thailand), or made of yard goods purchased in the United States.
(See plate 53).

Whereas men rapidly emulate American styles, and do

not wish to stand out by means of a distinct costume, Hmong women
enjoy the comfort and easy handling of the distinctive Lao style
skirt.

Its adoption occurred, in some instances, prior to entry into

the United States.

Andrianoff

1979) noted that

The adoption of Laotian or European dress by Meo
women may be explained by their frequent resettlement. They are unable to take their traditional
clothing with them, and Laotian clothing is cheaper and more easily obtained.
Meo men adopt Western
dress for the same reason as well as to signify
modernization.
p.79.
Female respondents from Salem and Portland identified the length
of time involved in just putting on the traditional Hmong costume
as a primary factor inhibiting its use.

The costume is considered

a complete unit and would not generally be broken down into component
parts that could be worn independently.

It was observed that some
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Plate 53.

Hmong women in transitional costume
(Lao wrap skirts and western pants)
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Qider women will wear a binding around the waist, as they had done
traditionally, even though they will wear mass produced clothing
over it.

The warmth of the summer months in Oregon was also com-

mented upon on several occasions as being an impediment to even
occasional use of the traditional costume.

Comments by Hmong men

as to why they no longer wear their traditional costume reflected
a desire to avoid what they deem to be negative attention or ostracism by the community at large.

The stigma attached to wearing

one's costume on the job or for grocery shopping was pointed out
by an older male who stated that he would be looked down upon for
so doing, not exclusively by Mnericans, but by Ilmong youths as well.
The use of parties as a category in lieu of public entertain-

ment made the category more applicable to those activities in which
Hmong participate.
however.

It changed the nature of the category somewhat,

The possibility of the event involving exclusively Hmong

participants increases,
traditional costume.

which may influence the likelihood of wearing

Nonetheless, there were only six affirmative

responses to the use of traditional costume in the party category;
all were women.

Of some interest is the fact that one woman wore

her costume for Christmas but not for the 1-Imong New Year.

(This

use is not reflected in the scores for use as it was not perceived
as a party occasion.)

Use of traditional costume for weddings was very high, 29 out
of the 33 respondents maintained that they would wear traditional
costume for such an event.

The only negative responses, (i.e.

non-use of traditional costume) in this category were by men.
though some men did not wear their costume for their wedding by

Al-
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choice, two did not only because they no longer had a traditional
costume.

The incidence of costume use for funerals appears somewhat
inflated as it did not follow the lines of religion.

A lasting

reverence for ancestors may have played a role in the high number
of affirmative responses (29 out of 33).

Extrapolation of blanket

responses was necessary in some cases, when the translation revealed only that the respondent stated that he used his/her traditional costume only for ceremonial occasions.

It is entirely pos-

sible that many of the respondents have not yet been to a funeral
in the United States and do not have an accurate estimation of
what they may, in fact, wear.

The nature in which one dresses for

a funeral may be dependent on whether the funeral is animist or
Christian, and what the person's own religious commitment is.
Of all the ritual events included in determining costume use,
a christening was least likely to precipitate the use of traditional costume.

There were eight affirmative responses, confirming

continued use of traditional costume, all by people who still follow an animistic belief system.

Again, their point of reference

for such events may have occurred prior to immigration, so that
their predictions for future use may not be entirely realistic,
especially for those recently arrived.

Finally, plate 54 reveals a somewhat unique situation based on
the relatively smaller number of Hmong in the United States than in
Laos.

Formerly it was considered unusual for White Hmong and Hmong

Njua to intermarry.
four such cases.

Out of a sample size of just 33 there existed

The girl pictured in the plate is the offspring
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Plate 54.

Child in costume with components of both White
Hmong and flmong Njua costume
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of a Hinong Njua father and a W1i,te Hmoug mother

Normally, withtn

Laos, in the rare instance in whjc such an nterinarriage would occur,
the offspring, as well as the motber, ou1d adopt the standard Hmong
Njua costume.

Some interesting features are apparent on the costume

of the girl in plate 54. Her skirt is like that worn by Hmong Njua
women, but her jacket is characteristically White
by the embellishment visible on the collar.

ong, as evidenced

The back of the coin

belts have the three contrasting stripes of fabric that are a distinctive feature of White Hmong apron bands.
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Ethnicity

Ethnicity scores ranged from two to ten.
the scoring appears in Appendix II (pg. 160).

The exact nature of

Ten, the highest possible

score for ethnicity, was achieved by two respondents, one male and
one female.

Two was the lowest score achieved, also occurring for

one male and one female(husband and wife).
High scores in the categories of food preferences, language,

and holidays celebrated occurred with greater frequency than did
high scores in religion and extended/nuclear family households.

Everyone in the sample still spoke and understood
the majority had some knowledge of English.

Hmong, although

All still celebrated

the Hmong New Year, although many also celebrated Christmas or other
non-Hmong holidays.

A few respondents indicated that they preferred

American food over Hmong, more preferred only Hmong food, while the
majority liked both.
23 were Christian.

Ten of the respondents were animists, the other
Eleven of the respondents resided in extended

family dwellings, the remaining 22 in nuclear family dwellings.
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Analysis

The mean score for ethnicity was 5.15.
score was ten, the lowest zero.

The highest possible

Scores of five and under were desig-

designated as
nated as low ethnicity, scores of six and over were
high ethnicity.
6.0.
For use of traditional costume the mean score was

Scores

scores of
of six and under indicate low use of Hmong costume, whereas

seven and above indicate high use.
the lowest was zero.

The highest possible score was 16,

The highest score achieved by a respondent was

ten.

It was hypothesized that there is an association between use of
traditional costume and level of ethnicity.

Data from the total popu-

lation and from sub-groupings based on sex, place of residence, and
length of residence in the U.S. were analyzed.

H=ethnicity and use of traditional costume are; independent
Table 1. Ethnicity and use of traditional costume
Ethnicity
Low

Low
Costume Use
High

x2=12.16

18

High
3

3

pc.00l

As indicated in Table 1 the null hypothesis can be rejected.
The chi-square test results indicate that costume use and ethnicity
are not independent.

A high ethnicity score is associated with greater

use of traditional costume, a low ethnicity score with low use.
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Table 2.

Ethnicity and use of traditional costume for males

-

Low

Ethnicity
Low

High

9

1

Costume Use

High

4

with continuity adjustment = 10.03

p<'.005

Table 3. Ethnicity and use of traditional costume for females
Ethnicity

Low High

Costume Use

2

Low
High

3

x2 with continuity adjustment

5

4.06

p.O5

The continuity adjustment was employed for the chi-square test,
due to the small size of the samples.

As is indicated in Tables 2

and 3, regardless of sex, the variables are not independent;
hypothesis can be rejected.

the null

The association between high ethnicity

and high use of traditional costume, and low ethnicity and low use
of traditional costume is present among both males and females.

The

level of significance is higher for males than for females.

Two types of residence patterns were examined
ed in the following tables.

data are present-

First the population was split between

residents of Portland and residents of Salem

(Tables 4 and 5).

A

second breakdown was based on the duration of the respondent's residence in the United States for a year or less

(Tables 6 and 7).
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The division was made between those who had lived in the United States
for over two years, and those who had lived in the United States for
a year or less.

(There were no respondents who fell into the inter-

mediary category of between one and two years.)

The chi-square with

continuity adjustment is employed in each case due to the small size
of the samples.

Ethnicity and use of traditional costume for Portland
residents

Table 4

Ethnicity
Low

Low
Costume Use
High

High

7

3

0

9

with continuity adjustment = 7.193

Table 5.

p.0073

Ethnicity and use of traditional costume for Salem residents

Ethnicity
Low

Low
Costume Use

High

High

11

1

2

0

with continuity adjustment = 1.122

p.2895

For residents of Portland it is possible to relect the null

hypothesis, given the above stated probabilities.
Salem the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
to be independent.

For residents of

The variables appear
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Within the ilmong community in Portland, not only were there

more people who fell into the category of high use of traditional
costume and high ethnicity than in Salem, but the figure is balanced
by nearly as many who exhibit low use of traditional costume and
low ethnicity.

This may be due to the fact that the ilmong community

in Portland is larger and exists as a more cohesive unit than the
Salem Hmong community.

The professed religion of all Hmong respon-

dents in Salem was Christian, an indication of a

higher

level of ac-

culturation than in Portland where a number of respondents identified
themselves as animists.

This may be another factor contributing to

the distribution of frequencies in Salem being what it was.

The Salem

population of Hmong was more dispersed throughout the population of
Salem at large, a factor that may have impeded greater use of traditional costume.

Table 6.

Ethnicity and use of traditional costume for residents of
one year or less
Ethnicity
Low

Low

High

2

Costume Use
High
x2 with continuity adjustment

7

2.411 p.l2OS
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Table 7.

Ethnicity and use of traditional costume for residents of
two years or more

Ethnicity
Low

Low

16

Costume Use
High

with continuity adjustment

High
2

2

.707

p.1937

Regardless of duration of residence the hypothesis that ethnicity

and use of traditional costume are independent cannot be rejected.
when the sub-grouping is based on duration of residence in the U.S.
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CONCLUSIONS

The observation and information obtained through interviews

yielded examples of each of the three categories of response of a relatively self-sufficient society entering into continuous contact with
a highly industrialized society.

To recapitulate briefly, these res-

ponses include 1) total incorporation into the established industrial
society, 2) encapsulating ethnic differences by manifesting ethnic
traits only in areas of non-articulation (i.e. domestic and religious
spheres), and 3) emphasizing ethnic identity utilizing new resources
(Barth 1969:33).

All members of the limong communities in Oregon could

be categorized as having a high level of dependence on goods provided
by the host society, including the government, in many instances, given
their refugee status.

There was a predominance of evidence showing

that costume, as just one representation of ethnicity, was limited to
usage in areas of non-articulation; it was rarely worn in public settings.

There were some who have abandoned traditional costume alto

gether.

Examples of emphasis on identity utilizing new resources, not
formerly available, include the use of a number of western items worn
in conjunction with otherwise traditional costume.
make use of western shoes.

Both men and women

Women have adopted blouses, and usually

bras, for use in conjunction with their traditional costume.

Make-

up was used by some women, an unacceptable form of adornment within
Laos (Bliatout 1979:14).

Men were increasingly abandoning the head

covering for use with the traditional costume, although in other res-

pects they reflected a more traditional use of costume than did women
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fewer
Men tended to employ, fewer western influenced items, although

men than women still 'wore traditional costume.

As adopted items gain

widespread acceptance they actually become part of the tradition as
new symbols evolve.

provide
Hmong New Year celebrations held in the United States
in a
the opportunity for the attendants to test their performance
be
more traditional role where all the symbols of Hmongness can

brought to bear as testimony of one's membership in that group.

The

and can readily
use of traditional clothing facilitates the statement
be interpreted by non-Bmong and ilmong alike.

Hence the "outer boun-

dary", referred to by Royce, is established.

The Uinner boundary",

ethnic group,
or the behavior that may be recognized only within the

is more difficult to interpret.

Symbolic development of a unique

Hziong style, yet distinct from the traditional style, will undoubtedly occur.

Styles adopted by Hmorig are those that are somehow con-

sistent with a value system that is itself in transition.
The use of a unique form of dress (e.g. Lao wrap skirts) was
indicative of the flexibility of Hmong women.

Such skirts are easier

to acquire and care for, at a time when the economy does not permit
ilmong women to continue fabrication of their more traditional costume.

Lao wrap skirts tend to bridge a gap between the past and the present
by their association with the homeland and by not being too radically different in form from what was worn previously.

Lao skirts were

frequently worn to events where it was advantageous or desirable to

display Hmong culture or heritage Dublicly.

It was not uncommon for

a Hinong woman in a Lao skirt at a craft fair, for instance, to be

l 6

asked about the traditional garb it

as assumed she was wearing,

by an interested patron who misread the symbo1,

i.e. the fact that

Lao skirts are not traditional ilmong attire of long-standing.

The

Lao skirt, to one unfamiliar with historically traditional Hmong
costume, is viewed as obviously non-western and therefore directly
related to Hmong identity.

The fallacy of such an assumption is that

the identity itself may not be as traditional as concluded by the observer.

The relationship between dress, in the form of a Lao skirt,

and the identity may itself be valid, as both are transitional.
The use of western costume on a daily basis may be considered
an adaptation to U.S. society at large.

Hmong do not readily give

will do
up their identity as reported by Andrianoff (1979:77) but

what is necessary to survive and maintain the family unit.

As they

have quickly learned that overt display of one's ethnic identity by
the use of
means of clothing can, in many instances, be a liability,

traditional costume has been low.

The need for women to work to help

be desupport their families has reduced the amount of time that can

voted to production of traditional textile forms.

The women who con-

tinue to execute textile skills have been steered towards the production of small, easily marketable textile items that will bring in a
relatively steady flow of cash, as opposed to large items, such as
costume pieces, that will not sell readily.

There is less need for

a new outfit each New Yeat!s as the same one can be stored throughout
most of the year.

In Laos the outfit would be relegated to everyday

longer be preusage following the New Year's celebration and would no

sentable the following year.

As survival is still an issue of great
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concerr anything that would detract from the flow of cash necessary
for survival in the United States would be repressed.
The traditional Hmong costume now has bestowed upon it a special
significance associated with events that are ceremonial in nature and
encapsulate Hmong heritage.

When it is desirable to do so the hen-

tage is brought to the forefront of the occasion.

New Years, wed-

dings, and funerals were the occasions where it was considered most acceptable to wear traditional Hinong costume.

At least one community

leader is of the belief that he has kept much of his following by
continuing to wear his costume at such events.
Analysis of the data indicated a
itonal costume and level of ethnicity.

relationship between use of trad-

A survey of the raw data would

of
likewise indicate that it is at ceremonial events that the use

of the
traditional costume is most indicative of ethnicity as none

respondents wore traditional costume at home, at school, at work or
for shopping.
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Recommendations

In order to obtain a more thorough understanding of costume
usage within }linong culture,

could be explored.

8evei-al

alternative approaches

Fluency in the Hinong language on the part of

the researcher would certainly provide greater clarity of certain
features of the costume, relating not only to use and construction
but to meaning and symbolism as well.

This could be accomplished

by an interested researcher learning Hmong, by someone already
fluent in Hinong being intricately involved in the research, or

by a group effort where at least one of the team is fluent in
Hmong and well acquainted with the culture.

Another means of ob-

taining greater in-depth understanding of traditional practices
(especially those related to the construction of costumes and the
symbolism attached to specific motifs) would be to enter into a

closeworking relationship with an older Hmong artisan who possesses
the skills and knowledge lacking in some of the younger respondents
who participated in this study.
A study of clothing practices of Hinong within present day Laos,

as it contrasts with those reported in the present study,

would be

an excellent means of examining the impact of the decision to leave
Laos and the concomitant exposure to U.S. society on clothing practices.

This would provide a control group (uinong in Laos) about

which recent information is generally lacking.
An evolutionary study of Hmong costume beginning with the first
histories available on Hmong in China would be a vast undertaking
and would require the collaboration of a number of researchers or
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a multilingual data co11ector

The contrjbution that could be made

by such a study would be tremendous.

Not only could historical

transitions in costume be documented and clarified, migration
patterns and general cultural features as manifested in costume
could be explored as well.

The data presented in this thesis could effectively be used for
cross-cultural comparisons with other groups where similar data are
available.

The methodology could also be used to enhance such studies.

The use of traditional clothing may be a useful measure of ethnicity
which could have applications to many future studies of ethnicity.
A longitudinal survey of Hmong costume is possible as a
result of data collected by the researcher.

Future investigators may

draw comparisons with ancient museum pieces, or may contrast Hmong
costume as described in this study with Hmong costume as it exists
fifteen or twenty years from now.
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Data Schedule
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